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Scribal Nation
Seeking the Origins of the Knowledge Worker

Will Sexton

Papyrus from Egypt

ca. 200 BCE. The

scribe washed out an

earher text and used

this page to

practice copying

lines from a Greek

comedy.
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The invention of the microprocessor changed every-

thing, ushering in a digital age qualitatively and

quantitatively different from all that came before.

Information technology is transforming the very fabric of society.

So goes the discourse of new^ness that pervades my field of infor-

mation and library science (ILS). I have my doubts, however.

After all, ILS itself is relatively new, at the earliest a mid-nine-

teenth century innovation. But long before they ever became a

science, informatics and librarianship comprised fields of practice

with far more distant origins.
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the so-called

hifornmtion

explosion is

a global phe-

nomenon that

inclines along

a curve begin-

ning with

the advoit of

writing in the

late-Neolithic

period and

extendiyig

more than

five thousand

years on its X

axis.

The jotinial of the History of Ideas devoted its January

2003 issue to the theme "Early Modern Information

Overload," an examination of the "information explosion"

that brought an "unsteady balance ot desire and anxiety"

to Europe in the period between 1550 and 1750.' We can

reasonably go even further with this approach. In my view,

the so-called information explosion is a global phenomenon

that inclines along a curve beginning with the advent of

writing in the late-Neolithic period and extending more than

five thousand years on its X axis.

A durable scribal class formed around the new

dynamics of literacy and urbanism that began to emerge

between five and six millennia ago. A tradition of practice

and artisanship connects today's knowledge worker to the

scribe of that day. Though the technology has changed since

then, the essential elements of the job description remain the

same:

Responsibilities. Engineers the knowledge

infrastructure of society. Provides means of entry into that

infrastructure. Remembers where records are, retrieves them,

understands what they are, and can make a decent guess as to

how to apply the knowledge that they contain.

Education. Training in obscure languages: Sumerian,

Latin, hardware manuals, data definition and manipulation,

procedural or object-oriented programming. Master-

level or higher attainment in one or all of the protocols for

turning questions that people pose into queries that systems

can process, queries into results, and results into answers.

Familiarity with, and ability to translate between, multiple

modes of representation.

Experience. Countless hours holed up in the obscure

corners of the complex where the dark expressions of the

forgotten and inscrutable languages cast their shadows. Ten

thousand query formulations. A googol of synapse-fires

along the chain from thought to word to record and back.

A history and body of lore followed this new class of

knowledge workers through the centuries, but the scribes

appeared mainly as minor actors within a narrative centered

on political power. Last year I gathered some of this material

with the goal of bringing scribes and the scribal art into

4 Duke University Libraries



focus. I found depictions of scribes working at a rich variety

of functions that range from fundamental forms of social

regulation, such as timekeeping, to the documentation of

legal cases and government affairs, to settings where concepts

of authorship and canonicity take on great importance. This

essay presents several vignettes from my research and begins

where the scribal art itself began.

Year-keeper

Mesopotamia, starting ca -2400

The word for scribe in early Mesopotamia was duh-sar,

and referred broadly to any graduate of the scribal academy.

The title duh-sar might apply to individuals in the many

different venues where literacy was a required skill. Despite

differences in trade or background, the shared experience of

the scribal education created a powerful bond that held scribes

together as a class. As one scholar of the period points out:

It does not really matter what they learned as

long as they learned it and it made them different.

The conceptual dimensions of literacy literally

made them different human beings; they knew

of matters that others only imagined existed, they

even knew what year it is. [emphasis added]-

By -2400, the Mesopotamian scribes had begun the

practice of year-naming, by which a year was named after

some key event, usually an act of the king in service to the

gods. For example, the twenty-first year of the reign ot the

king Samsu-iluna was known as the "Year in which Samsu-

iluna the king made for Ningal a large throne dais in gold with

arms which shines like a star of heaven."

'

It must have been quite a throne dais because the next

year was the "Year after the year [of] the great throne dais."

The following year, Samsu-iluna had "restored the zikkurat,

the magnificent dwelling place of Zababa and Inanna, and its

16 statues," and the dais no longer burned so brightly in the

institutional memory.

By the seventeenth millennium BCE, the scribes had

started keeping regnal years, tracking the years from the reign

of the king, so that the year of the large throne dais in gold

A history and

body oflorefol-

lowed this new

class ofknowl-

edge workers

through the

centuries, but the

scribes appeared

mainly as minor

actors within a

narrative cen-

tered on political

power. Lastyear

Igathered some

ofthis material

with the goal of

bringing scribes

and the scribal

art into focus.
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Scribal Nation

would have been known as Samsu-iluna 21. This practice

is fairly standard. The lapanese, for example, still do it,

combining the standard epochal system and the regnal year

of their emperor. Generally speaking, the reckoning of time

was a major facet of scribal practice not just in Mesopotamia,

but wherever literacy emerged.

// a scribe goes

of] with your

ll'Cdll

)ieut to fetch

the docuinents

proving your

rightful clciini

to your ancestral

ItDid luul returns

with docunwnts

that proveyour

clai)ih then you

have ail honest

scribe.

Trickster

Egypt, ca. -1250

One of the earliest legal cases for which comprehensive

testimony and documentation exists turns on the perfidy of

a scribe. Hieroglyphs inscribed on the wall of a tomb in the

great Egyptian necropolis of Sakkara literally enshrine the

case history.^ The seemingly odd circumstance of a tomb

adorned with legal proceedings makes sense considering the

wealth the case brought Mes, the interred gentleman. But

the story told in this hardest of copies also cautions us on

the hazards of soft copies— especially when entrusted to

unscrupulous scribes.

The complex dispute centered on an area of land

granted roughly five centuries earlier to an "overseer of

vessels" named Neshi in return for service during the conflict

with the invading Hyksos people. Sometime in the thirteenth

century BCE, a widow, Nubnofret, filed a suit with the vizier

of the Great Qenbet, the supreme court of the land, alleging

that the administrator Khay had forcibly displaced her from

her rightful occupancy of the district of Neshi.

The litigants Nubnofret and Khay brought their

documentary evidence before the vizier, who was unable

to base a decisive verdict on the seemingly authentic, but

contradictory, records. He could conclude only that one ot

the two had forged their evidence.

Nubnofret then appealed to the vizier to consult

the records of the Department of the Treasury, and the

Department of the Granary of the Pharaoh. These would

show that her husband s fiimily had owned and paid taxes on

the land since its grant to Neshi. The vizier assented, and for

reasons not clear, sent Khay and Amenemiopet, a priest and

scribe of the Great Qenbet, to retrieve the documents from

the archives.

6 Duke University Libraries



when they returned, the vizier unrolled the scrolls

and, to the amazement of Nubnofret, found in them nothing

connecting her to the family of Neshi. He ruled against her

and transferred the lands into Khay's possession.

Some years later, Nubnofret's son Mes tiled a

countersuit, and this earlier legal history was recorded with

the testimony of that case on the wall of his tomb. Mes

established himself as a descendant of Neshi by bypassing

the documentary evidence and relying on the oral testimony

of townspersons who knew him. He won his claim, and

proprietorship of the land fell to him.

So, the story seems to end justly, with the trickster-

scribe chastened and the rightful owner in possession of the

land. But the story serves as a warning: Those with technical

knowledge and access to the public record are to be carefully

watched. Amenemiopet's dishonesty provides us with the

basis for an ethics test. If a scribe goes off with your wealthy

opponent to fetch the documents proving your rightful claim

to your ancestral land and returns with documents that prove

your claim, then you have an honest scribe.

Ancient rendering

of Chinese character

representing the

scribe's hand under

the sign for 'center'.

The ideoeram,

meant to convey

the scribe's lack of

bias, was used to

identify the imperial

recorders.

Recorder

China, first millennium BCE

The Chinese Confucian classic The Book ofRites depicts

the real-time composition of the chronicle form known

as the "Diaries of Activity and Repose": "[The emperor's]

actions were written down by the Recorder of the Left, and

his utterances by the Recorder of the Right." These detailed

accounts of official actions and imperial audiences date back

to the Zhou Dynasty (ca. -1050 to -249). Their primary

purpose was simple. By holding the emperor accountable

to the future, the diaries served as a moral corrective to his

actions in the present.'

The scribe's duty lay, therefore, not v«th the emperor's

interests, but with history itself. He was responsible to all

who would yet live to record truthfully and without favor

every public deed of the monarch. In order to assure the

recorder-scribe's integrity, a tradition enjoined the emperor

from reading the diaries of his own reign.'"

connecting people + ideas 7
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/;/ order to

assure the

recorder-scribe's

integrity, a

tradition

enjoined the

emperorfrom

readi)ig the

diaries of his

own reign.

The scribes anchored an extended information network

dedicated to the essential service of accountabihty. A passage

in the Tsoii Oman outlines, ca. -559, the topology of that

network:

Thus from the sovereign on down, each has his

father or elder brother, his son or younger brother

to assist and scrutinize his ways of management.

The historians compile their documents, the

blind musicians compose poems, the musicians

chant admonitions and remonstrances, the high

officials deliver words of correction, the gentlemen

pass along remarks, the commoners criticize, the

merchants voice their opinions in the market, and

the hundred artisans contribute through their

Literally adjacent to the throne, the scribes at times

paid heavy prices for asserting their claim to independence.

One emperor had his historians whipped, then fired them,

for refusing a request to make the diaries available to him.**

Another story shows how a scribe s sense of duty compelled

him, even in the face of personal danger. When the chief

recorder who held the title ot "grand historiographer"

displeased his emperor by recording a passage about a sensitive

palace intrigue, he was put to death. Then:

Two of [the grand historiographer's) brothers did

the same after him, and were also put to death.

A third wrote the same, and was let alone. The

historiographer in the south, hearing that the

grand historiographer and his brothers had died

this way, took his tablets and set out (for the

court]; but learning on his way that the record was

made, he returned.

Despite these tensions, recording became, by at least

the end of the Zhou period, an important component of

governance in China. Indeed, China currently enjoys the

world's longest unbroken textual tradition (though no longer

than the Mesopotamian tradition lasted before it faded around

the time of Christ). A very specific protocol for processing the

work output of the recorders developed and endured within

that venerable tradition over thousands of years.

8 Duke University Libraries



Analyst

Mesopotamia, -331

The earth passes between the sun and moon. At the

temple of Esagila in Babylon, the scribe on duty records the

event on a small clay tablet kept moist by the damp cloth

covering it. He has already inscribed the date, the thirteenth

day of the month Ululu in year five of the king Darius, and

recorded the time between sunset and moonrise. He notes

that the eclipse's moment of totality coincides with Jupiter's

setting and Saturn's rising. During totality, the wind blows

from the west. After the eclipse, the wind shifts to the opposite

direction.

So portentous an event as a total lunar eclipse would

have led someone at Esagila to consult the omen manual, the

Enuma Ami Enlil. The text linked celestial events and other

natural phenomena to political and social outcomes. Under

predictions for the thirteenth day of the month Ululu, they

would have found this omen:

If on either the 13th or 14th Ululu the moon is

dark [i.e., eclipsed] ... [a]n intruder will come

with the princes of the west; for eight years he will

exercise kingship; he will conquer the enemy army;

there will be abundance and riches on his path; he

will continually pursue his enemies; and his luck

will not run out.'"

We do not know if the scribes warned Darius that an

eclipse had predicted his doom, but we do know what occurred

within the fortnight because it was a momentous event with

historical consequences. As it happens, the scribes at Esagila

made an independent record of the event, too.

Following standard procedure, one of the temple's

scribes later gathered the nightly records from that period,

including the one that included the report of the eclipse,

creating a compilation destined for the temple's archives. The

scribe noted how much barley, mustard and sesame a shekel

could buy at the time as well as the level of the river Euphrates.

Deaths and plague, the scribe added, occurred during the

eclipse. And:

On the twenty- fourth of the month, in the

morning, the king of the world erected his

standard and attacked. Opposite each other they

The scribes who

consulted the

Enuma Anu

Enlil after the

eclipse on the

thirteenth ofthe

month would

not have been

caught offguard

by Alexanders

defeat ofDarius

ten days later.

connecting people + ideas
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fought and a heavy defeat of the troops of the king

AristophiUit's

demonstrates

bis eapaeity

for }>ienwry by

reco(r)iiziii</ eacb

of ibe poeDis as

a forgery. Yet be

lias not merely

iutermilized tbe

co)iteiit of tbe

ea)ion, but also

tbe arra)in'ment

of tbe library

itself.

he inflicted. The king, his troops deserted him and

to their cities they went. They tied to the east.

Thus, the scribe tells how, at Gaugamela in -331,

Alexander defeated Darius, and Babylon fell to the Greeks.

The scribes who consulted the Enwna Ann Enlil after

the echpse on the thirteenth of the month would not have

been caught ott guard by Alexander's defeat of Darius ten days

later. Some of the scribes at Esagila surely saw the passing of

the eight years of luck that the omen manual predicted for the

"king of the world," the empire-builder we know as Alexander

the Great, and would not have been surprised when, as his

eighth year of kingship over Mesopotamia drew to an end in

June of -323, Alexander died in Babylon.

Judge

Alexandria, late third - early second centuries, BCE

Vitruvius, the Roman architect, writing in the first

century BCE, begins Book VII of his De ardiitectura by relating

an anecdote from the tradition surrounding the renowned

library at Alexandria. " It involves Aristophanes of Byzantium,

who lived in the late third and early second centuries BCE.

Aristophanes was a pioneer in the field of philology and

likely an editor of the works of the Greek dramatists that we

now read. He epitomizes a kind of figure who appears in the

literature during the period of the Alexandrian library, namely,

the library rat— the relentless bookworm who haunts the

stacks, reading and familiarizing himself intimately with the

library's contents and beyond that, the arrangement of the

contents within the library.

The anecdote begins with the announcement of a poetry

contest. Vitruvius tells us that the emperor has "established

public contests" and "appointed prizes and honours for

victorious authors . . . as is done with athletes." So the contests

have been set up to be something like a literary Olympic games.

With the contests at hand, the emperor selects six

"literary men" to serve as judges, but for some reason cannot

find a seventh. The administrators of the library recommend

Aristophanes, who is "daily engaged in reading all the books

with the greatest enthusiasm and the greatest care." So the

emperor selects him to occup>y the seventh judge's position.

10 Duke University Libraries



As the poets recite, the audience indicates hy their

applause whom they hke best. When the time comes to render

their judgment, the six hterary men vote for the audience

favorites. But Aristophanes is not so easy. He says that only

one of the contestants qualities truly as a poet, the others

having plagiarized their entries, and that the judges ought to

reward original work rather than thievery. "The people were

amazed," Vitruvius recounts, "And the king hesitated." But

Aristophanes acted:

[TJrusting to his memory, [he] had a vast number

of volumes brought out from bookcases which

he specified, and comparing them with what

had been recited, obliged the thieves themselves

to make confession. So the king gave orders

that they should be accused of theft, and after

condemnation sent them off in disgrace.

Aristophanes demonstrates his capacity for memory

by recognizing each of the poems as a forgery. Yet he has

not merely internalized the content of the canon, but also

the arrangement of the library itself. Aristophanes does

not disappear into the stacks and return with the evidence,

but specifies the very locations of the books from memory.

Aristophanes carries around within himself a shelf list of

the world's most vast library. He is, in this way, the perfect

librarian, and fortunately for the integrity of the contest, an apt

judge. If the cheaters had faced a panel of judges composed

merely of "literary men," they would have gotten away with

their plagiarism.

The technology of

the written record

has changed

considerably over

five millennia,

but a pedigree

ofpractice,

ethics and social

standing connects

the workers who

have employed

that technology

over time.

They Will Know Us By Our Dots and Crosses

A praise poem written in the voice of the Mesopotamian

king Szulgi (ca. -2100) celebrates his own scribal training:

"When I was small, I was at the academy, where I learned the

scribal art from the tablets of Sumer and Akkad. [ . . . ] I am an

experienced scribe who does not neglect a thing."'- Recently,

when the phrase "detail-oriented and well-organized" found its

way into a job description on which I was collaborating with

my colleagues, I could not help but hear an echo of Szulgi, or

more accurately, the scribe who wrote his praise poem.

The technology of the written record has changed

considerably over five millennia, but a pedigree of practice.

connecting people + ideas 11
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7 /.H' virtues

i)i the scribal

professions

may not seem

immediately

obvious. But

when people say

"dot your is and

cross your t's,

"

they give us a

nod.

ethics and social standing connects the workers who have

employed that technology over time. Attention to detail,

in particular, remains important, whatever hat— or mask

— the modern scribe may be wearing. In Code Complete,

his classic handbook of computer programming, author

Steve McConnell refers to a 1983 finding that "the three

most expensive programming errors of all time cost

hundreds of millions of dollars each and . . . each was a

one-line, coding-level mistake."" Whether scratching

cuneiform into a clay tablet, or typing C-I--I- into an

interactive development environment, the experienced

scribe takes seriously her responsibility for the knowledge

infrastructure of society.

To be sure, the "attention to cletail" clause is a

commonplace in job descriptions. But in the scribal

sector, we mean it. Mothers and fathers advise their

children to be "brave, like a fireman," or "upright, like a

pastor." The virtues in the scribal professions may not

seem immediately obvious. But when people say "dot

your is and cross your t s," they give us a nod. It's their

way ot saying, "be scrupulous, like a scribe."
^

Will Sexton is Metadata Architect for the Duke University Libraries,

As the Library Fellow for the 2004-5 Franklin Humanities Seminar,

he did research for a book he is writing about scribal practices and

information systems in antiquity.
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Frank C. Brown and
Building of Duke University

Dean Jeffrey

Called "Bull"

Brown throughout

his Duke

career. Brown

supposedly earned

his nickname

fi'om the i-oai' of

dis

c< . : . ... ._i at

Today, anyone

recognizing

Frank C.

Brown's name might

remember iiim as a

collector of North

Carolina folklore but

not know that he was

also instrumental in the planning,

design, and construction of Duke

University. Born in Harrisonburg,

Virginia, in 1870, Brown received

an A.B. from the University of

Nashville in 1893, an M.A. from

the University of Chicago in

1902, and a Ph.D., also from the

University of Chicago, in 1908.

By 1909 he was a professor of

English at Trinity College in

Durham; he became chairman of

the department in 1921. Called

"Bull" Brown throughout his

Duke career. Brown supposedly

earned his nickname from the

roar of disapproval he directed at

unprepared students.

Throughout Brown s

career at Duke as an exceptional

teacher, he also pursued a lifelong interest in

North Carolina folklore. In 1913 he founded

the North Carolina Folklore Society and was

elected its first president. However, when the

secretary-treasurer-elect complained about his

This folklorist

and teacher, who

was also the

university

marshal, might

seem an unlikely

candidate for

the job of

overseeing' the

construction of

Duke University.

own position. Brown offered

to exchange offices with

him. Brown remained the

i secretary-treasurer of the

society until his death in 1943.

i Brown became the

I society's primary collector,

traveling frequently over the

next thirty years to gather stories

and music from throughout the

North Carolina mountains. He was

principally interested in collecting

and preserving ballads and folk songs,

which he recorded on location using

a recorder powered by a gasoline

generator that he kept in the trunk of

his car. He made his first recordings on

an Ediphone, a device that reproduced

sound on wax cylinders and later

equipped his car with a Presto

machine that recorded straight to

aluminum discs.

Brown always planned to publish

a collection of North Carolina folklore,

but it seems he was never able to stop

collecting long enough to actually

assemble his material. After his death,

some of Brown's colleagues intervened,

and a collection was eventually published under

their editorship. The seven-volume Frank C.

Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore

was released between 1952 and 1964 by the

Duke University Press. It is universally regarded

14 Duke University Libraries



He was principally interested in collecting

and preserving ballads and folk songs,

which he recorded on location using a

recorder powered by a gasoline generator

that he kept in the trunk of his car.

Frank C. Brown and his recording equipment

as one of the premiere published collections

of folklore in the U.S. Brown's original

manuscripts, which were used to compile the

collection, along with many of his recordings,

can be found in Duke s Rare Book, Manuscript,

and Special Collections Library.

This folklorist and teacher, who was

also the university marshal, might seem an

unlikely candidate for the job of overseeing the

construction of Duke University. However,

Brown, in addition to his other duties, also

assisted Trinity's President William P. Few

in matters regarding university buildings

and grounds. Liked and trusted by Few, and,

more importantly, liked and trusted by the

Duke brothers, Benjamin Newton and lames

Buchanan, Brown apparently assumed his

supervisory role naturally and easily. Brown

became the intermediary between 1. B. Duke,

the Building Committee of the Trustees of The

Duke Endowment, the Horace Trumbauer

architectural firm, and the various vendors

and contractors. He proved to be an extremely

important and influential person in the design

and construction of the Duke University

campus.

In December 1924, when J. B. Duke

signed the indenture that created The Duke

Endowment, the construction of Duke

University's campus was set in motion. The

planning for the campus, however, had begun

long before the signing of the indenture. As

early as 1921, President Few proposed to the

Duke family that Trinity be expanded and that

the new institution be named Duke University.

I. B. and B. N. Duke had been giving significant
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During- the spring'

of 1924, with

the public

announcement of

The Duke Endowment

still months away.

Few and Brown

visited approximately

twenty East Coast

universities to collect

pictures, plans, and

other information

about buildings and

operations.

sums of money to Trinity College for years,

and there is evidence that J. B. had, in fact,

been planning The Duke Endowment for quite

some time. By 1923, J. B. Duke had picked

Trumbauer to be the architect tor the project,

and Trumbauer and Few began to exchange

correspondence regarding designs for the new

campus.

During the spring of 1924, with

the public announcement of The Duke

Endowment still months away, Few and Brown

visited approximately twenty East Coast

universities to collect pictures, plans, and other

information about buildings and operations.

During and after their tour, Few and Brown

compiled a scrapbook filled with photographs,

postcards, floor plans, blueprints, campus maps,

and notes on architecture. Handwritten on the

first page of the scrapbook is this inscription:

"This book of memoranda and clippings

represents the record of a trip made by W. P.

Few and Frank C. Brown in March and April,

1924 to get material concerning plans and other

data of various educational institutions."
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The Frank C. Brown Papers in the Duke
University Libraries

Two separate collections of papers reflect Frank Brown's inde-

pendent roles at Duke as a teacher/folklorist and university comptroller.

The FrankC. Brown Papers, 1912-1974, in the Rare Book, Manuscript, and

Special Collections Library, comprise, according to the catalog, records

collected by Brown as secretary of the North Carolina Folklore Society,

1913-1943, largely relating to folklore in the state. Other materials

include twenty-four boxes of transcripts ranging from penciled notes

on scrap paper to typescripts, as well as a few drawings, photographs,

and samples of quilting and lace; and thirty-five boxes of articles, stu-

dent papers, and printed items. Also in the collection are the original

wax cylinders and aluminum discs and the 78 rpm records made from

these by the Library of Congress Archive of Folksong. The collection

numbers 54,000 items and is essentially the raw material out of which

was formed the seven volumes of The Frank C. Brown Collection of North

Carolina Folklore.

The finding aid in the Duke University Archives describes the

Frank C. Brown Papers, 1899-1943 as containing "correspondence, logs,

diaries, reports, lantern slides, notebooks, clippings, a scrapbook, and

other materials. While some papers relate to teaching and English

department activities, the bulk of the collection concerns the construc-

tion of Duke University, including correspondence with the Horace

Trumbauer architectural firm, builder and manufacturer information,

construction progress reports, travel diaries of visits to other campuses,

and records of James B. Duke's views on architecture and involvement

in campus planning."

A notable feature of the University Archives collection is the

product literature from the various vendors with whom Brown did

business. Apart from their relationship to Duke's history, the catalogs,

literature, stationery, and business cards saved by Brown provide a fas-

cinating glimpse into the period. There are elaborate catalogs depict-

ing floor tile, bathroom fixtures, draperies, paint, lab equipment, stage

lighting, heating systems, pillows and mattresses, washing machines,

all manner of hardware, and just about anything else that might be

needed to complete a large-scale building project in the 1 920s.

Apart from their

relationship to

Duke's history, the

catalogs, literature,

stationery, and

business cards

saved by Brown

provide a

fascinating glimpse

into the period.
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Even before the start

of Few and Brown's fact-

finding journey to other

colleges, Few, Trumbauer,

and the Dukes were in

agreement that the new

university should be built

in the Collegiate Gothic

style of architecture, similar

to that found at a number

ot other universities. I. B.

Duke had an estate not far

from Princeton, and he had

seen the new Collegiate

Gothic buildings there.

During their trip, Few and

Brown paid particular attention

to the stone buildings at Bryn

Mawr, Princeton, Yale, Cornell,

the City Ctillege of New York,

and the University of Chicago

(where, it should be remembered.

Brown received his graduate

degrees.) Numerous pictures of

each university's buildings are

preserved in their scrapbook.

Other universities they

visited, some ot which served as

models for East Campus, were

Boston University, Columbia,

Harvard, Haverford, lohns

Hopkins, MIT, Mount Holyoke,

NYU, Pennsylvania, Randolph-

Macon, Sweet Briar, Syracuse,

Vassar, and the University of

Virginia. By far, the greatest

number of notes was made at Princeton. Few

and Brown recorded information about the

materials used for flooring, walls, stairwells,

windows, and various other features of the

buildings. In addition to notes on the buildings

themselves, there are comments concerning

maintenance, janitors ("All janitors men,")

insurance, mail delivery, dining room and

kitchen staffing, the laundry.

Test wails tor the Durham eampus

In the meantime,

Brown met with the

North CaroUna state

geologist and asked

if suitable stone were

available closer to the

site of the university.

In reply the geolog"ist

referred him to an

abandoned quarry in

Hillsborough.

laboratory equipment, and

portraits ("Paintings of all

benefactors, presidents,

distinguished professors,

trustees, etc.").

Few and Brown also

paid a great deal of attention

to the stone with which the

buildings were constructed

at each institution. At

Princeton they observed

that "All new dormitories

are constructed of Princeton

stone trimmed with Indiana

limestone. The University

owns the quarry and sells

the stone." The fact that Princeton

owned its own quarry made an

impression on Few and Brown

and later figured into the choice

of stone for the Duke campus.

Indeed, Frank Brown's

role in the selection of the stone

for the campus buildings was

his most visible and enduring

contribution to the construction

project. The Few and Brown

scrapbook contains notes on the

quarries from which individual

universities procured their

stone, including Brown's cost

projections for using Princeton

stone at Duke. Because J. B Duke

initially thought that the stone

for the Durham campus would

come from an established quarry

that had provided stone to other institutions

of higher learning, samples of stone from a

number of quarries were sent to Durham, and

test walls were built so that appearance of the

stone could be judged.

In the meantime. Brown met with the

North Carolina state geologist and asked if

suitable stone were available closer to the site

of the university. In reply the geologist referred
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The collection of approximately twenty

him to an abandoned quarry in Hillsborough.

After viewing several buildings built with the

stone, Brown reported that he preferred the

local stone s softer coloration. He added that

the supply of stone at the quarry appeared

nearly unlimited. J. B. Duke ordered the

purchase of the quarry and tests of the stone's

durability. The state geologist confirmed that

the stone was satisfactory, and sample walls

were erected next to the other test walls. When

J. B. Duke took the building committee of The

Duke Endowment to view the anonymous

stone samples, the majority of them preferred

the HUlsborough stone. Using stone from a

quarry located ten miles from Duke resulted in

a considerable savings in construction costs for

the university.

Few and Brown's scrapbook is part

of the Frank C. Brown Papers, housed in

the University Archives. The collection of

approximately twenty thousand items is rich

in additional interesting records related to the

construction of Duke and shows that Brown

was involved in decisions both mundane and

momentous. In fact, the campus building

project became nearly his sole responsibility,

although he never gave up teaching. In 1926

Brown became University Comptroller, a

position that President Few created in order

to give a title and some definition to Brown's

myriad duties.

Once classes began on the new campus

in 1930, Brown gradually withdrew from his

duties as comptroller and returned to teaching

full time. His wife, Ola HoUis, had died in 1928,

during the height of construction. In 1932,

Brown married Mary Wadsworth. Mary owned

a summer home in Blowing Rock, providing

Brown with a base of operations for his ongoing

collecting of North Carolina folklore, an activity

he would continue until his death in 1943. i;

Dean Jeffrey is an intern in the University Archives at

Duke University

thousand items is rich in additional

interesting records related to the

construction of Duke and shows

that Brown was involved in decisions

both mundane and momentous.

Sources
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University Press, 1993.
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Frank Clyde Brown Papers, 1912-1974. Rare

Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections
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writer's page

Melissa DelbridRC

My family was big on

talking about rules,

but keeping them has

never been our strong

suit, especially

in the sex

department.

wimming and sex seemed a lot alike to me when I was growing up in

Tuscaloosa. You took off most of your clothes to do them and you only

^ did them with people who were the same color as you. As your daddy

got richer, you got to do them both in fancier places. Country club pools instead

of public ones where you paid a quarter. Rooms at the Stafford Hotel (or at least

back seats with leather upholstery) instead of creek banks somewhere out in the

county or lying on your boyfriend's work shirt out in the woods or on top of an

Indian mound, trying to swat the mosquitoes off his back and your own legs. Both

sex and swimming could involve liquid, heat, inflatable protection devices, and the

occasional unguent. And bad things, real bad things, could happen if you did not

follow the rules. My family was big on talking about rules, but keeping them has

never been our strong suit, especially in the sex department.

My mother met my

father when she made

an emergency landing

in his father's cornfield,

flying lessons being the

rage among the young

women of Montgomery.

She was married and

pregnant with my brother

less than a year later.

They built their little

house in the shadow

of the Old House—my mmm

stop. Until I was eleven, I

had a room in each house

and would fall asleep at

? night wherever I was when

my head started bobbing. At

my parents' house on nights

when she worked late Connie

Lee Touchet sang me to sleep

&with her mournful songs
'C

I
about laying down burdens

I and wading in water and

carrying weary loads.

5 I don't mean to sound

father's mother's house. My grandmother's Gone-with-the-Wind-ish. Most of my

ancestors had started building it on land relatives would have found a better fit

they snagged when Alabama first became a on the pages of Erskine Caldwell. Maybe

state and just never figured out when to Faulkner if he was wresthng with a bad
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hangover. My grandmother and her

daughters were each over six feet tall. They

lived in the five rooms of the house you

could heat to tolerable in January, and

prayed nightly that the morning did not

find them all crawling out from under a

heap of termite-infested lumber.

Still, when I stayed over in the high

bed at their house, my grandmother held

me in her arms. My Aunt Margaret read

Grimm or Andersen tales to me { my

favorites being the ones with crafty trolls,

kindly woodcutters, brothers changed to

swans, and brave girls who wove blankets of

nettles or told the truth to save themselves),

and my Aunt Grace brushed my waist-

length hair until I dozed, watched over by

three benevolent giantesses. I know that it

is because of the women of my childhood

that I have no fear of flying or work; that I

believe in magic; that I sleep easily, deeply,

and soundly at night; and that I always feel

safe and protected in the world in spite of

all that came later.

Four generations of my family lived

within walking distance of the Old House,

six if you counted the Touchets. I did count

them, since they had lived with us for over

a hundred years—at first, against their will,

then by economic necessity or lack of other

options, and finally from famiharity and

perhaps some love. I suspect they also may

have simply stayed out of curiosity to see

what sort of foolishness my family would

commit next. They had plowed, harvested,

and cooked our food for decades, but never

once swam with us or sat down to eat with

us when my parents were home.

To say walking distance may be a

stretch. It was only walking distance if I cut

through the box factory lot by the woods

and crossed the railroad track, which I was

not allowed to do without my big brother

because of hobos. This seemed stupid to

me, as I had eaten coundess hunks of pie

with them on my grandmother's stoop.

Feeding hobos was, according to Grandma,

the best way to keep them from hightailing

it down the tracks with a lineful of your

laundry. One did try to get me to go down

into the woods one evening when I was

seven. I politely declined the invitation

because I had written a kickass report about

Alabama's four Indian tribes (CHOC-taw!

CHICK-a-saw! CHER-o-kee! CREEK!! I'd

chant them jumping rope). I was scheduled

to read it first thing in the morning. I've

always loved an audience and did not want

to be late for school. I knew not to tell

anyone about his invitation, that he'd get in

trouble and after all, he hadn't done me any

harm.

I knew many useful things by the time

I was seven. I knew not to swim without a

buddy or to ask for a hit on a seventeen-

point hand in a game of blackjack. I could

shoot a deer and knew how to field dress it

if there was someone to help me with the

heavy parts. I could sing like an angel, make

a devil's food cake, and produce embroidery

so fine that the back was as pretty as the

front, all the loose threads tucked and

trimmed. =

Melissa Delbndge has published her writing in

Atlanta Press, Crescent Review, and Southern

Humanities Review. She was one of the winners of

the 1 999 Southern Wonnen Writers Conference's

Emerging Writers competition. She works as an

archivist in Duke's Rare Book, Manuscript, and

Special Collections Library. Family Bible, the trilogy

of essays from which this introduction is excerpted,

was written during the year she served as the first

Library Fellow for Duke University's John Hope

Franklin Ftumanities Institute. The essays appearin

their entirety in Southern Humanities Review 39.2

(Spring 2005), pages 105-1 24.

I know that it is because

of the women of my

childhood that I have

no fear of flying or

work; that I believe

in magic; that I

sleep easily, deeply, and

soundly at night; and

that I always feel safe

and protected

in the world in spite of

all that came later.
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Exhibits
In the Perkins Library Gallery

August/December

(elebrarina 75 Years: Duke Universiry Wesi Campus, 1 930-2005

September 2005 marks the 75th anniversary of the opening of Duke's West

Campus. Along with new classroom buildings, dormitories for men, the

library, and the union, there were also facilities for the law school and two

new professional schools, divinity and medicine. The exhibit features the

extensive collection ot construction images from the University Archives to

illustrate the scope ot this massive undertaking.

January/March

Highiighls of the

Duke University

Musical

Instrument

Collections

Instruments,

paintings,

books and

images

from the G.

Norman and

Ruth G. Eddy

Collection ot Musical Instruments, the Frans and Willemina de Hen-Bijl

Collection of Musical Instruments and other individual pieces, which

together comprise Duke's musical instrument collections. See "Events"

below tor intormation about the opening reception on 12 lanuary 2006.

. . .And In the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library's

Gallery

August/October

Hiqht Vmn: Photographs ot Willioin Ceclney and Lynn Saville

A show of forty-six photographs made by nocturnal photographers Bill

Gedney and Lynn Saville between sunset and sunrise. The beautiful and

sometimes disturbing black and white prints reveal the evocative power of

moonlight, reflected light, and deep shadows to alter the tamiliar and inspire

the imagination.

November/December

S'rveii Smith. I'hoiuguiplh of the Suburban West

Images for which Smith won the 2005 Center for Documentary

Studies / Honickman Eirst Book in Photography Award. See "Events"

below tor information about the opening reception and artist's talk on 10

November.

The Special Collections Gallery is open seven days a week: Monday-Saturday,

9am to 9pm, and 10am to 9pm on Sunday. Call 660-5968 or visit

http://library.duke.edu/exhibits/ for more information.

Friends Group Announces 2006-2006 Engaging

Faculty Series

For the ninth year the Engaging Faculty Series will present Duke faculty

discussing their research in programs that are open to the Duke and Triangle

communities. In the series opener on 28 September, Matt Cohen, assistant

professor of English, gave a talk titled "With Friends Like Tarzan .

.

" Cohen

discussed his recently published book, Brother /Men; Jhe Correspondence of

Edgar Rice Burroughs and Herbert J. Weston, and told some of the "behind

the scenes" stories of writing it, including the challenges of undertaking the

study of popular culture and the personal challenges of writing about one's

own family. Weston, whose fnendship with Burroughs spanned more than

fifty years, was Cohen's great-grandfather.

On 3 November, Erich Jarvis will talk about his study of vocal learn-

ing among songbirds, Jarvis, an associate professor in the Department of

Neurobiology, said in a November-December 2001 Duke Magazine article

about his work, "Studying vocal learning is important because such learn-

ing of meaningful sounds is different from, say, the barking of a dog. Even

though dog-lovers know that their pooch's bark is a form of communication,

It IS not learned but inborn. In contrast, vocal learning is imitative and rare in

nature," To read more about Jan/is and his work, go to http://dukemagazine.

duke,edu/dukemag/issue5/lll201/brain,html.

With another view from the sciences, Claire Williams will speak

about "Sex and the Single Pine Tree" on 24 January 2006, Williams, a faculty

member in the Department of Biology, will take the audience on a piaorial

journey through geological time, connecting unusual reproductive charac-

tenstics in modem conifers to pollination mechanisms in ancient seed plants.

In the course of a presentation that will move from ancient Metseguoia

forests spanning the Arctic Circle to free-swimming sperm in Gingko biloba.

Professor Williams promises to change the way you look at a pine tree.

The 2005-2006 series ends on a high note with Sam Stephenson's

lecture, "The Jazz Loft Projea: Documenting an Underground New York

Loft Scene," The Jazz Loft Project, which Stephenson directs, is devoted

to preserving and cataloging about 3,000 hours of recordings and almost

40,000 photographs, all the work of photographer W. Eugene Smith, Smith

created the images and tecordings from 1957-1965 in a loft building,

located in Manhattan's wholesale flower district, where major jazz musi-

cians of the day met and played. The Jazz Loft Project, organized by Duke's

Center for Documentary Studies in cooperation with the Center for Creative

Photography at the University of Arizona and the Smith estate, is also gather-

ing oral history interviews with all surviving loft participants, some 300

musicians

The Engaging Faculty Series is sponsored by the Friends of the Duke

University Libraries to encourage discourse—both among the university's

scholars and among scholars and members of the Duke and Triangle com-

munities. All 2005-2006 lectures will be held in the Rare Book Room at

Perkins Library and will begin at 4,30 pm.
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Duke Will Host the NC Festival of the Book in April 2006

The 2006 North Carolina Festival of the Book, with events April 26-30 on campus and at

several Durham venues, will draw together writers who represent the changing face of North

Carolina and the 5outh. Following the theme It's About the Story, the Festival will give authors

an opportunity to share the stories and relationships behind their writing. In addition, the

Festival will offer a series of programs around faith, music, and sport in southern writing. This

celebration of writers and readers will feature over thirty programs and more than seventy-five

authors. Early confirmations for the Festival include:

Festival Keynote: Barbara Kingsolver (Poisonwood Bible) on writing for social change.

Author/teacher, Allan Gurganus
(
The Oldest Confederate Widow Jells All), and his for-

mer student, Ann Patchett (Bel Canto), on what you can and cannot teach young writers.

Kaye Gibbons (Ellen Foster) and singer/songwritei Mary Chapin Carpenter on

mutual admiration and the creative process.

Pat Conroy (Pnnce of Tides) and Doug Marlette (Kudzu) on their decades-long friend-

ship and ongoing collaborations.

Peter Guralnick(f(3fe/es5 love: The Unmaking of[Ms Presley) on Dream Boogie, his new

biography of Sam Cooke, with R&B/soul DJ Jim Davis.

Pulitzer Prize-winner CK Williams (Repair) with friend and fellow poet Alan Shapiro

(Tantalus in love).

Anne Rivers Siddons (Peachtree Road], Mary Kay Andrews (Savannah Blues) and

Cassandra King (The Same Sweet Cirls) on the international resonance of southern fiction

about women.

Filmmaker David Gordon Green and Brad Land on adapting Mr, Land's memoir,

GOAT, into a movie

Elizabeth Spencer on the Tony-winning production of The Light in thePma, with

Tony-winning composer and lyricist Adam Guettel and playwright Craig Lucas.

Craig Marberry on Cuttin'Up, his book and a brand-new play about African American

barbershops and the stories told therein, with playwright/director Charles Randolph-

Wright.

Pulitzer Prize-winner Robert Olen Butler (A Good Scent from Strange Mountain), Roy

Blount, Jr. (Feeton the Street: Rambles Around New Orleans] and Jill McCorkle (Creaturesof

Habit) celebrate 20 years of Algonguin Press's annual anthology. New Stones from the South, in

a program moderated by Shannon Ravenel.

Robert Olen Butler and his wife, playwright/novelist Elizabeth Dewberry (His

Lovely Wife), on falling in love through books.

Roy Blount, Jr. and Jim Seay (Open Field Underslory) on 20 years of fishing trips and

the writing life.

Nebula-winner Samuel Delany (Dhalgren) on why science fiction is the best place to

talk about race, sex, and politics, with John Kessel (Corrupting Dr. Nice).

Madison Smartt Bell (All Souls' Rising) and Wyn Cooper (Postcards from the interior)

on making their debut album Forty Words for Fear with NC jangle-pop producing legends

Mitch Easter and Don Dixon.

All events will be free and open to the public. For additional information about the 2006

Festival, go to <www.ncbook.org>after 1 November 2005.

Triangle University Libraries

Collaborate to Preserve Historic

Visual and Audio Collections

The Duke Library has received a two-year

$25,000 planning grant from the Gladys Krieble

Delmas Foundation to develop a cooperative

strategy for preserving and digitizing audiovisual

holdings of the libraries at Duke, North Carolina

Central University, North Carolina State University,

and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

The audio and visual collections of the four

universities include Duke's more than one thou-

sand television advertisements on videotape and

NCCU's broadcast master videotapes of local tele-

vision programming focused on African American

life in North Carolina from 1976 to 1992. NCCU's

videotapes are housed at UNC-CH and managed

cooperahvely by UNC-CH and NCCU. The NCSU

library has collections that document southern

agriculture and agricultural instruction, and in

UNC-CFi's extensive collections of audiovisual

material there are sound recordings and about

760 feet of archival records and original footage

from Ken Burns, noted documentary filmmaker,

director, producer, and cinematographer.

"The Library of Congress added a film from

our Documentary Photography Archive to the

National Film Registry last year," said Deborah

Jakubs, Duke's university librarian and vice

provost for library affairs. "The 1941 film of life in

Kannapolis, NC, one of filmmaker H. Lee Waters'

'Mows of Local People,' is an example of the

wealth of moving image materials found in our

four universities. These resources facilitate the

study of many aspeas of our history, society, and

culture. The Delmas Foundation's generous grant

will help us develop a coordinated strategy for

identifying, preserving, and making these materi-

als widely accessible."

The project will include a census of the

audiovisual holdings of the four university library

collections as well as an assessment of potential

demand for the materials and a review of

copyright issues that would need to be resolved

before materials could be preserved and made

available for use.
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Events

October 5, 12:00 noon, Perkins Library Rare Book Room

University l ibrarian Deborah Jakubs will lead a discussion of

James McBrlde's memoir, The Color of Water. The book is being

read throughout the community this fall for the Durham Reads

Together proiecl, which is sponsoring a visit by McBride to

Durham on 22 and 23 October tor several public events. Bring

your lunch; beverages and dessert will be provided.

October 17, 7:30 pm, Bostock Library, Periodicals Reading Room

Aaron Dinin will talk about TIjc Krzyzewskivillc Tales, the book he

completed before receiving his B.A. in English from Duke in

2005. The characters ot The Krzyzewskiville Tales, modeled on

the pilgrims ot Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, compete to tell the

best story of tenting and basketball.

October 20, 12:00 noon, Perkins Library, Rare Book Room

Doris larovici will read from and discuss American Dreaming

and Other Stories, her recently published collection, winner

ot the 2005 Novello Literary Award. Dr. larovici studied

writing with Frank McCourt and studied medicine at Yale.

She is a psychiatrist at Duke on the staft of Counseling and

Psychological Services. Bring a lunch; beverages and dessert

will be provided. To learn more about L^oris larovici, go to

<http://www.dukenews.duke.edu/2005/09/character.html>.

October 22, 1 1 :00 am, Perkins Library, von der Heyden Pavilion

For Parents and Family Weekend, "The Library Presents Duke

Moms and Dads," this year featuring journalists Judy Woodruff

and Al Hunt, who will be introduced by their son, a hrst-year

student. Woodruff and Hunt will give a talk entitled, "How

Well Do They Mi.x?—The Press, Politics and Public Policy."

October 26-October 27, Perkins Library

"Sisterhood, Riot Grrrl and the Next Wave: Feminist

Generations/Generating Feminisms," the 2nd biennial

symposium of the Sallie Bingham Center tor Women's

History and Culture. The theme of the 2005 symposium is

intergenerational and transgenerational feminisms. Eleanor

Smeal, president of the Feminist Majority Foundation, will

deliver the keynote address. Smeal and fellow leaders and

participants in the U.S. Women's Movement from the 1960s

to the present, including Duke faculty, students, staff, and

outside speakers, will explore questions related to the genealogy

of the movement and the evolution of feminist philosophy

and practice. For additional details, contact Laura Micham at

laura.m@duke.edu or visit the symposium website at <http://

scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/women/generations>.

November 3, 4:30 pm, Perkins Library Rare Book Room

Friends ot the Library Engaging Faculty Series: "Brain

Mechanisms of Vocal Learning in Songbirds and Humans,"

will be Erich Jarvls's topic when he discusses his award-winning

research on the neurobiology of vocal communication. Jarvis is

an associate professor in the Department of Neurobiology.

November 10, 5:00 pm, Perkins Library Rare Book Room

Opening reception for "Steven Smith: Photographs of the

Suburban West," an exhibition of images for which Smith has

won the 2005 Center for Documentary Studies/Honickman

First Book in Photography Award. Smith will talk about his

work and sign his book. The Weather and a Place to Live, which

was published by the Duke University Press in association with

Duke's Center for Documentary Studies.

November 1 1, the Bostock Library and the von der Heyden Pavilion

Dedication of the von der Heyden Pavilion and the Bostock

Library. Events include panel discussions of learning places

and scholarship in the digital age, a keynote address by

Princeton historian Robert Darnton, and remarks by Provost

Peter Lange, President Richard H. Brodhead and University

Librarian Deborah Jakubs. The celebration will conclude with

tours and a reception. For a schedule of the day's events and

other information, go to <http://library.duke.edu/about/

perkinsproject/>. See also p. 25-27.

January 12, 4:30 pm, Perkins Library Rare Book Room

Opening reception for the exhibit Highlights of the Duke

University Musical Instrument Collections, with a performance by

Rebecca Troxler, tlute, and Randall Love, piano. Professor Love will

be playing an 1802 Viennese Katholnik square piano.

January 24, 4:30 pm, Perkins Library Rare Book Room

Friends of the Library Engaging Faculty Series: Claire Williams,

a member of the Department of Biology faculty, promises that

her talk, "Sex and the Single Pine Tree," will change the way you

look at a pine tree.

For more information about these free public events, call

(919) 660-5816 or send a message to ilene.nelson@duke.edu.

Individuals with disabilities who anticipate needing reasonable

accommodations or who have questions about physical access

may also call (919) 660-5816 or send a message to ilene.nelson@

duke.edu in advance of the programs.
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Phase I Summary and Facts

Fall 2005

The goal of the Perkins Project is to create a functional, aesthetically appealing, accessible, and welcoming

library that supports the university's mission and the individual needs of faculty members and students.

In this first phase of the project, construction of the von der Heyden Pavilion and the Bostock Library has

addressed the Duke libraries' chief priority: to increase space for student and faculty use. The informal

areas, reading rooms, group study rooms and carrels, all attractive, well-lighted and well-appointed, and

many with inspiring views of the campus, make the library a desirable destination for individual study and

research, as well as collaborative work.

The continuation of phase I of the Perkins Project, in which the first floor of the Perkins building will be

re-envisioned and completely renovated, will bring public services together at the physical center of the

Perkins Library complex, in close proximity and relationship to services and collections on Bostock's first

floor and lower level. The Perkins first floor will re-open in mid-2006.

Details of future phases of the Perkins Project are being finalized. These phases are expected to include

renovation of additional floors and stack areas, re-positioning of the entrance to Perkins, and renovations of

the older reading rooms along the main quadrangle. This carefully planned and coordinated pairing

of renovation of existing buildings with new construction will produce a spatially and programmatically

unified library, achieving the project goal. ^

On 1 1 November 2005, Duke University will dedicate two ulty—James Boyle from the Law School; Matt Cohen from the

Bostock Dedication on 11 November 2005

additions to the William R. Perkins Library—the Bostock

Library and the Karl and Mary Ellen von der Heyden

Pavilion—and celebrate the ways in which they begin a

transformation of the Duke University Libraries. The 1

1

November events, which are open to everyone, will explore

the changing world of scholarship and learning and the

evolving role of academic libraries in an increasingly com-

plex environment.

English Department; Cathy Davidson, vice provost for interdis-

ciplinary studies; and Timothy Lenoir, Kimberly Jenkins Chair

for New Technologies and Society—along with Ivonne Wallace

Fuentes, doctoral candidate in the Department of History, will

discuss a variety of issues related to the theme of the session.

The topics to be addressed include the impact of digital proj-

ects on research in literary studies; translating the traditional

freedoms of the library into cyberspace; the social, institu-

A morning panel session focuses on "Scholarship in a

Digital Age." Four distinguished members of the Duke fac-

tional, ethical, and legal components of information; effects

of digital resources on graduate study and undergraduate
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The Perkins Project Phase I Summary and Facts

Karl and Mary Ellen von der Heyden Pavilion ( 1 October 2005)

A jewel at the heart of the historic West Campus, this open, glass-walled space has been designed for

gathering and studying, reading and writing, conversation and collaboration. The Pavilion is an elegant yet inviting

building that will be a daily destination for students, faculty and staff as well as a venue for special events.

Named for Karl and Mary Ellen von der Heyden in recognition of their generous financial support and

leadership at the university. Karl von der Heyden '62, currently a member of the university's board of trustees, chaired

the library's Campaign for Duke committee.

Total size: 4,480 GSF

Informal seating: 59

Banquet seating capacity: 106

Theater seating capacity: 175

Reception capacity: 250

Bostock Library ( 1 2 October 2005

)

The Bostock Library comprises five floors of services and collections configured to create an environment conducive

to study, learning and research. Special features include the two-story Carpenter Reading Room, the Center for

Instructional Technology, wireless and high-speed Internet access throughout the building, spectacular views of the

Duke Chapel, and adjacency to both Duke's expanding science and engineering complex and the West Campus quad.

Integral to the relationship between Bostock and Perkins are the gateway, which joins the two buildings, and the newly

constructed Perkins Tower. The three levels of the gateway, with windows overlooking the campus, are furnished with

chairs and study tables. The Perkins Tower features a meeting room, a classroom, and additional study space.

Named for the Bostock family, Roy '62 and Merilee '62 and their three children: Victoria Bostock Waters '85, Matthew

Franklin Bostock '91 and Kate Bostock Shefferman '94, M.B.A. '02. The Bostocks have contributed significantly to the

university, both financially and through their volunteer leadership. Roy Bostock is a former member of the board of

trustees, and Merilee and Victoria are current members of the library advisory board.

Total size 122,275 GSF (includes the Perkins Tower)

Collection capacity 72,996 linear feet of shelving

Open seating 517 (includes the gateway and Perkins Tower)

Computer workstations 96

Individual carrels 87

Group study rooms 9

Reading rooms 7

Bostock Dedication on 1 1 November 2005

teaching; and problems associated with preserving digital materi-

als for future generations of scholars.

After lunch in the von der Heyden Pavilion, a second panel,

"Learning Places—The Library in the Academic Community,"

will look at the library as a place for learning and as an element

unifying the broader community. Panelists consist of a member

of the faculty at the School of Information and Library science at

UNC-CH, David Carr; a principal of the architectural firm respon-

sible for the design of the Bostock Library and the von der Heyden

Pavilion, Geoffrey Freeman; the vice president of EDUCAUSE, Diana

Obiinger; a former vice president for academic affairs in the Duke

Student Government, Abhijit Prabhu '02; and Robert Thompson, dean

of Trinity College and vice provost for undergraduate education.

Their remarks will deal with student characteristics and habits, the

changing nature of undergraduate education, and the dynamic

quality of library spaces.

At 3:00 p.m. University Librarian Deborah Jaltubs will welcome

guests to the dedication and keynote address. Merilee Huser Bostock,

member of the Library Advisory Board, Provost Peter Lange, and

President Richard H. Brodhead will speak about the significance of

the library expansion and dedicate the new spaces in support

of the university's mission. The keynote address, "Old Books
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Perkins First Floor (Completion mid-2006)

When the re-envisioned and renovated first floor of Peri<ins Library opens in the summer of 2006 as

an information commons, it will be the center of the library's public services and instructional activities.

Library users will find technological capability that goes beyond search and retrieval to encompass

information creation and management. The information commons, which also encompasses

technologically rich spaces in Bostock, will be under the direction of staff who will offer content knowledge,

technical assistance, and instruction and guidance in the integrated use of resources—print, electronic, and

digital.

A generous gift from The Duke Endowment supports this project.

Total size: 40,353 GSF

Collection capacity: 6,876 linear feet of shelving

Open seating: 134

Workstations: 63

Group study rooms: 5

Architects

Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott

Office of the University Architect, Duke University

Construction Manager

Bovis Lend Lease

Furniture

Thomas Moser

Alfred Williams

Sign System

Jon Roll & Associates

Landscape Design

Lappas -I- Havener

LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

The Bostock Library has been constructed in accordance with LEED standards and has been

registered with the U.S. Green Building Council.

For more information about the Perkins Project, go to http://library.duke.edu/about/perkinsproject/

and E-Books," will be delivered by Robert Darnton, Shelby Cullom

Davis '30 Professor of History at Princeton University and past

president of the American Historical Association. As the author

of numerous books and articles on the history of books and pub-

lishing—including The Forbidden Bestsellers ofPre-Revolutionary

France, The Literary Underground of the Old Regime, and "The New

Age of the Book," published in The New York Review ofBooks—and

as a key figure in launching the AHA's Gutenberg-e Program and

the History E-Book Project of the American Council of Learned

Societies, Darnton is uniquely qualified to reflect on the signifi-

cance of both print culture and digital publishing.

The afternoon will conclude with a reception and tours of the

Bostock Library. The panel sessions and dedication will be held

in the Carpenter Reading Room on the third floor of Bostock, and

the reception will take place in the Periodicals Reading Room and

the Nicholas Family International Reading Room on the first and

second floors. Thus, during the day, guests will have opportunities

to experience several of the grand spaces in Bostock and the von

der Heyden Pavilion as they celebrate the value for the university

community of this expansion of the Duke University Libraries.
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knowledge bytes

Wonders from the Past

Internet Sites Selected for the Readers of Duke University Libraries

Small Town America: Stereoscopic Views from the Robert Dennis Collection

This captivating collection, presented by the New York Public Library and drawn from the Robert Dennis Collection, contains 12,000 stereoscopic

views from the New York-New Jersey-Connecticut region from the 1850s to the 1910s, According to the site, "during that period stereoscopic

views were a mainstay of home entertainment, perhaps second only to reading as a personal leisure activity. Stereoscopes varied from small,

wooden, hand-held devices for viewing single images to large cabinet-size pieces of furniture that could display a changing series of fifty or a

hundred views," Along with showing a number of buildings and street scenes in the small towns of the area, these photographs show industry,

transportation, natural disasters, local festivities, and costumes. Visitors may want to begin by browsing this collection by title, name, subject,

formats, or places in order to get some sense of the wide variety of material coveied in the holdings of this online archive. The subjects include

Niagara falls, a polar bear at the Bronx Zoo, P.T. Barnum's home in Bridgeport, and swimmers at Cape May. Visitors to the site can also complete

a simple or detailed search in order to locate specific views.

HistoryWired: A Few of our Favorite Things

Like most museums, the Smithsonian has millions of artifacts stored in warehouses, inac-

cessible to the public. But "the nation's attic" has flung open its doors—virtually—with

this website, which lets visitors select and see the objects that interest them. The 450 objects

include famous, unusual, and everyday items with interesting stories to tell, chosen from the (

collection of the National Museum of American History. The site's interface is a Java-enabled

object map that looks like a jigsaw puzzle or surveyor's grid. It's composed of variably-sized

rectangles filled with dozens of other rectangles, each of which represents an object visi- i

tors can view. A mouse click on one of the rectangles opens a photograph of the item and

a curator's explanation of its significance. The objects include Benny Goodman's clannet,

Mamie Eisenhower's inaugural gown, and a children's chemistry set from 1937 Visitors can

view Items in a particular category, e.g., "Art," "Commerce," "Leisure," or "Medicine" or

from a particular time period

NYPL Digital Gallery

Lovers of historical and cultural ephemera will find this website an absolute gem that showcases the potential of large-scale digital gallenes. The NYPL Digital

Gallery, the New York Public Library's image database, currently contains over 275,000 items for online viewing. To give users a sense of what they might

find on the site, here are some of the items included: Goya's DisastefS of War, George Caitlin's North American Indian Portfolio, some panoramic cityscapes

of New York City's Fifth Avenue, and 1 6th-century maps and drawings depicting the landing of European explorers in the Western Hemisphere. To help

navigate through this large and diverse mass of images, collections are grouped by broad topical browsing categories. The site can also be browsed by names,

subjects, and libraries Keyword and advanced search options are provided. The site also contains a "Curator's Choice" section, with changing features such as

"Ornament and Pattern: Pre-Victorian to Art Deco."
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collections highlight

The John Hope Franklin Collection of African and

African American Docunnentation

We ought to have a history worthy

of the principles of truth. We must

revise our way of looking at our own

history—that is, the history of the United States.

We must be wiUing to criticize the past, inchiding

our own institutions and

the men who made them.

We must be wiUing to re-

write our textbooks in the

Ught of the abundance of

available materials that

deny the exclusive role of

one race ofAmericans.

We must be wiUing to

teach a history that is

itself revisionist. The

search for truth is never-

ending, but the way to

begin is to be willing to

seek it. Only in tliis way

can we arrive at a point

in our writings, and in

our teachings, and in our

study, where what we tell

about our past is inspired

more by justice than by

pride; and where truth, though strange, is more

important than fiction. (John Hope Franklin,

April 3, 1969, on the eve of the first anniversary of

Martin Luther King, Jr.'s assassination)

The John Hope Franklin Research

Center for African and African American

Documentation was estabhshed in November

1995. Later the Center was renamed the John

Hope Franklin Collection of African and

African American Documentation to avoid

confusion with Duke s John Hope Franklin

Center for Interdisciplinary and International

Studies. The John Hope Franklin Collection

(JHFC) is committed to preserving and making

available pertinent printed and manuscript

materials for the use of students, scholars, and

other researchers. It embraces the additional

charge of working to make primary source

Dr. John Hope Franklin, by Simmie Knox. The

portrait hangs at Duke University in Perkins

Library's Gothic Reading Room.

materials an exciting and integral part of

instruction and discovery at the secondary and

collegiate levels.

The development of African American

holdings at Duke University reaches back to the

days of Trinity College

and the interest of John

Spencer Bassett and

William K. Boyd. The

library's early concerted

efforts to document

life and labor in the

plantation South

netted collections with

important materials on

the African American

experience, although

mostly from a white

perspective. In an

attempt to tell the black

experience from its own

point of view, in the

1970s, the library began

to augment its African

American book and

manuscript holdings

by collecting the professional and personal

papers of important local and regional African

American individuals and institutions.

One feels the excitement of hearing an

untold story...

When John Hope Franklin, lames B.

Duke Professor Emeritus of History, offered

his papers as the cornerstone of the collection,

he said, "I believe by placing my papers

here I can help the development of a strong

center for African American studies. I hope

my papers will assist in making this a very

important place for this kind of intellectual

and literary activity." Notable acquisitions

over the past ten years include papers from

Nell Irvin Painter (a leading historian of the

United States and the Edwards Professor of
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American History at Princeton University),

Chuck Stone (a journalistic legend and

the former Walter Spearman Professor of

Journalism at the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill), and James Joseph (former

United States Ambassador to South Africa

and Professor ot the Practice of Public Policy

Studies at Duke University), as well as large

institutional collections including the Duke

Center for Documentary Studies' Behind the

Veil Oral History Project, comprising more

than 1,000 oral histories gathered from black

southerners who lived during the period of

legal segregation, and the Leroy T. Walker Africa

News Service Collection, an extensive file ot

resources covering Africa related issues and U.S.

foreign policy towards Africa.

Soon after its founding, the JHFC

began building a comprehensive collection

of autobiographies and other tirst-person

accounts by African Americans who lived

during the era of Jim Crow segregation. These

narratives, which comprise the Black Voices

Collection, address the silences that appear in

the history ot the segregated South, providing

written testimony about the texture of black

life during a period of profound repression.

The autobiographies ot preachers, teachers,

evangelists, missionaries, lawyers, physicians,

soldiers, politicians, activists, journalists, and

entrepreneurs, most ofwhom were former

slaves or children of slaves, provides ample

testimony to black survival and resistance to

white supremacy in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. In addition, from

Menwires de Josephine Baker (Paris: Corraea,

1949) to Reggie: A Season with a Superstar

(Chicago: Playboy Press, 1975), and A Negro

Explorer at the North Pole (New York: F. Stokes,

1912), the JHFC also seeks to assemble one

of the most extensive collections of African

American autobiographies in the nation.

Ten Years of Documenting African and

African American History

On November 18, 2005, the John

Hope Franklin Collection of African and

African American Documentation will

celebrate its 10th anniversary. The celebration

will be marked by a one-day symposium,

"Cross Currents: Documenting African and

African American Life," which aims to create

constructive dialogue about interactions

between African-descended peoples in the

contemporary world, will contain three

primary conversations: "African American

Autobiography," "African Americans in Africa,"

and "Documenting Durham's 'New' African

Voice."

The program will culminate in a reading

by John Hope Franklin from his new book.

Vintage Years: The Autobiography ofJohn Hope

Franklin. A book signing and reception will

follow. Celebrating ten years of collecting,

documenting, and educating the public about

African and African American lite, the JHFC

will continue acquiring materials related to

the history of people of African heritage from

across the globe and providing an intellectual

space worthy of those seeking the principles of

truth.

The John Hope Franklin Collection's

online resources, including online copies of its

newsletter, can be found at <http://scriptorium.

lib.duke.edu/franklin>.

Karen Jean Hunt, Director

John Hope Franklin Collection of

African and African American Documentation,

Rare Book, Manuscript, anrJ Special Collections Library
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Duke University Libraries Donor List

July 1,2004 -June 30, 2005

$25,000 +

Virginia and Edwin Barber

Louis and Mary Benni

Sallie Bingham

Sara and Bruce Brandaieone

Rhodes and Leona B, Carpenter

Foundation

The Dul(e Endowment

Kendrick Few Estate

Gretchen Fish

John Franklin

John Hartman

Robert Hartley Howe Trust

Edward and Deborah Horowitz

Jody Hunter

Eleanore Jantz

Richard and Patricia Jones

William Lane

Irene and William McCutchen

Serena Modigliani

Martha Hamilton Morris

Harold Parker (deceased)

Pepsico Foundation, Inc.

John and Barbara Shaughnessy

Barry Tarasoff

Karl and Mary Ellen

von der Heyden

Wachovia Bank, N.A.

Nancy Wardropper

$10,000 -$24,999

American Newspaper Repository

Jacob Anderson

Douglas and Elise Beckstett

Charles Bobrinskoy

Merileeand Roy Bostock

Alan Brod

William and Stuart Buice

Robert and Susan Harper

Jeffrey and Wendy Hines

T Walter Thompson Company

Abe and Frances Lastfogel

Foundation

Matthew and Nancy McKenna

Linda Orr

OSI Development Foundation

Reynolds Price

Adam Silver

James and Susan Simpson

Laureneand Scott Sperling

$5,000 - $9,999

Joseph and Susan Arpad

Donald and Linda Bendure

Betty and Peter Bengtson

Phillip and Valerie Bennett

Mary Duke Biddle Foundation

Keith and Brenda Brodie

Bunnelle Charitable Trust

William Campi

Henry and MaryCarrison

Catherine Curran

Robert Dierks

Lisa and Ralph Fads

Carolyn Grant

Harry Harkins

Emestineand Merel Harmel

Steven Hively

Benjamin and Rita Holloway

JohnC, Hope III

David and Nancy Huggin

Bradley Korman

John and Patricia Koskinen

Harsha Murthy

National Film Preservation

Foundation

Peco Foundation

Leiand and Ruth Phelps

James Rabil

Janet and Albert Rabil, Jr.

Arthur and Diane Raynes

Susan and William Reinhardt

Anne Scott

MarySemans

Tatianaand Earl E.T.Smith, Jr.

Gary Stevenson

Peace Sullivan

David and Kathy Trice

Victoria Waters

#
$1,000 -$2,499

Herschel Anderson

Ann Armbrister

Claire and H.Ross Arnold III

William Barrett

Michel Bourgeois-Gavardin

Suzanne Braley

Dean Brenner

William Brown

Edwin Burmeister

Thomas and Elizabeth Caine

Anne Carroll

William Cherry

Laura Colebank

Barbara Kaster Collins

Jeanne Collins

Jay Creswell

Dannon Company

Ellen Davis

Mary Dawson

Devonwood Foundation

Faith Perlmutter Diamond

Michael Dotson

Barbara and Michael Dugan

George Dugger

Anne and Robert Durden

Arthur Einstein

Eleanor Elliott

Richard Epiing

Eli Evans

Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund

Jane Friedman

John Fucigna

Maryellen Fullerton

Carole and David Gaunt

Nancy and Robert Gibbs

Goldman Sachs & Company

Leslie Graves

Elizabeth Grover

Thomas Harman

Richard and Susan Harris

Sara Harnson

Larry and Thomas Hines

Cho-yun Hsu

Dwayne Huebner

Elizabeth Johnson

Carol Kallgren

Nannerland Robert Keohane

Carol and Henry Kohn

Robert Laughlin

William Leese

Victoria Lehr

Shia-ling Liu

Edward Mahoney
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Mary McLeod

David Miller

Edmund and Marjone Miller

Mary Ruth Miller

Ellen Myerberg

John and Rosemary Gates

Clayton Owens

Ann Pauly

Peace Foundation

Gary Peet

David and Judith Peterson

Edwin Poulnot

Charles and Janice Rawley

Marguerite Riddick

Thomas Roberts

Alex and Elizabeth Roland

Hildegard Ryals

Henry Safrit

Robin Shaffert

Diana Shanks

Norwood Smith

Ann Taaffe

Town Of Mayodan

Matthew Valenti

Susan Varney

Walt Disney Company Foundation

GeraldandViginia Wilson

Ellen Wolt

Yumi Brands Foundation, Inc.

$500 - $999

Bank of America Foundation

Donna Bergholz

Del and SusanBissett

Brent and Teresa Blackwelder

Robert Bliwise

Edward Blume

Claudine and Terry Carlton

Howard and Julia Clark

Gloria and Jesse Colvin

Marshall De Bruhl

Margaret Dowling

ExxonMobil Foundation

Jeffrey Foster

Jonathan Frankel

Cavettand Barker French

Ray Fry

Nancy Green

Ethel and Myron Hedlin

Dyson Hickingbotham

Deborah Jakubs and

James Roberts

Joan Johnson

Jeffrey Johnston

Jean Jonassaint

Jerome Katz

Mark Kearney

GlennaKiner

Michelle Kitchman

Lawrence and Konn Korman

Ann Long

John Madden

James Marsh

Julia McCullers

Kevin McDonough

Mark McLaughlin

SaraMcWilliams

Mernll Lynch & Co. Foundation, Inc

Harriet and John Moorhead

Emerson Niou

Martin November

John Nowlin

Claire Paguin

David Parsons

The Scholarship Foundation

William Singer

Mowry Smith III

MarySpeer

Linda and Peter Spies

Knstine Stiles

Tex Williams Foundation, Inc

Rosalie Tipton

Kristin and Stephen Vajs

Esse Guam Videre Foundation

Ian Wardropper

Timothy Warmath

Tex and Barbara Williams

Richard Williams

Karen Yoh

Douglas Zarookian

$100 -$499

George Addy

Kerbey Altmann

Donna Amiadi

Jean Anderson

Anna Maria Anthony

Kenneth Arnold

AT&T Foundation

Carol Auerbach

Penny Babel

Juan Bahk

Michael Bailey

John and Susan Banks

James Barker

Bradley and Elizabeth

Bartholomew

Baumol Family Foundation

Margaret Beahrs

Mora Beauchamp-Byrd

Ronald Becker

Krista Bednarski-Gibbs

Eva Beischer

Thomas Berger

William and Winifred Bierbower

Stuart Bindeman

DianneBlanke

Anne and James Blitch

James and MaryBooher

Frank Borchardt

Benjamin and Eleanor Boylston

Robert Brandt

Barbara Branson

Judith Brennan

Dorothy Brock

Monika Brown

Robert Brown

Spencer Brown

Jackson Browning

JaneBultman

Jill and Simon Cann

John Carroll

Ernesto and Jane Caserta

Chnstine Cattle

Allan Cave

Linda Clark

Martha Clayton

Coastal Community Foundation of

South Carolina

Colgate-Palmolive Company

Joel Colton

Peter and Victoria Coogan

Kevin Cops

Thomas Cordle

Michael Corey

George and Kim Cornelson

Carol Cramer

Carlyle Craven

Noble Cunningham, Jr.

Cynthia Cusick

Michael Danowitz

W Lee Davidson

Calvin Davis

Leslie Dees

Douglas DeLong

David and Susan Dennard

Karen Devan

Laura Diaz

William Dietz

Leslie Dillon

Elizabeth Domingos

Elizabeth Doyle
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Elaine and John Druesedow

Susan and Theodore Dunn

Carol Edwards

Mary Alice and Robert Elkins

Ann and Don Eisner

Katherine Emerson

Karl Endries

David Evans

Douglas Farmer

Laura Ferguson

Barbara and Peter Fish

Fleet

Julia Foster

Thomas Fox

Rachel Frankel

Susan Fraysse

Jan and John French

Joan Freund

David Friday

Patricia Fullagar

Ryan and Sylvia Fulton

Peter Ganz

Flora Garcia

Henri Gavin

Mildred Gee

General Reinsurance Corporation

Gary Gerefft

Thomas Gibbs

Todd Glosson

Barbara and John Gontrum

Elinor Goodwin

John Goree

Pickett and Robert Guthrie

David Guy

Jeffrey Guynn

Louis and PatnciaHagood

Robert Halle

Melody and Theodore Hainline, Jr,

Mary Hamilton

Karen Hammett

Linda Hankinson

Judith and Richard Hansen

Milan Hapala

Gail and James Harp

Jacqueline and Kenneth Harper

Renuka Harper

David and Lisa Harnngton

John Harris

Celeste Hart

Betty and Nixon Hennessee

John Henry

Kristin Herzog

Jane Hessler

Ellen Hiemstra

Marc Hillson

Audrey Hillyard

Stephen Hoffius

Byron and Erika Hoffman

Irving B. Holley

John Hoy

Norman Hoyle

Carol Humphries

Lindsay Ideson

Vladislav Ivanov

Ronald Joaquim

Ardith and Thomas Johnsen

Mildred Johnson

Alice Jones

Kensinger Jones

JP Morgan Chase Foundation

Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation

James Kanski

Francine and Michael Kates

Grace and E. Brooks Keffer, Jr,

Sarah Kellam

Patricia Kellett

Betsy Kelly

Lori and Michael Ketcham

Dons and William Kirk, Sr.

Kathryn Klibanoff

Bruce Kloppman

Aspasia and Kenneth Knoerr

James and Sharon Knox

David Koch

Steven Krohn

Margaret Kuhlman

James Lader

Kenneth Land

Thomas Langan

Peter Lange and Lori Leachman

Ann Langford

Jean Le Goff

Doreen Legg

Howard Levine

Philip Lewis

Sally Light

Charles and Sylvia Lin

Gregory and Karen Lissy

Elizabeth Locke

Barbara Love

Walker Mab

Whittaker Mack

Donald Maddox

Dorothy and Greayer

Mansfield-Jones

Lynn Marsh

Ann and Carl Martin

Patricia and Robert Mauldin

Mavis Mayer

Thomas McCauley

McCormick & Company

Linda McCurdy

Alexander McFadden

J. Samuel and

Carol LynnMcKnight

Laura McVey

Ruth Meyer

Microsoft Corporation

Charles Middleton

IsabelleMieczkowski

Kathryn Milam

Margaret Miller

Ylana Miller

Margaret and Raybum Moore

Mary Jane Morrow

Richard Mumford

David Murphree

Elizabeth and Paul Mushak

Glen Nadel

Rebeccah and Harry Neff

Lisa Newlin

Anne Newton

Susan Nogan

Carol O'Brien

Tatsuro Ogisu

Betsy Olive

Cornelia and George Oliver

Gregory Olson

JohnOrgain

Oxbridge Communications

Drew Palmer

Ann Perkins

Hilda Perlitsh

Amy Perry

Patricia Peterson

Margaret Phillips

Scott Picker

Carleenand Nathaniel Pieper

Alice Poffinberger

Mary Poole

Carol and Robert Porter

Henry Porter, Jr.

Richard Powell

Glenn and Robin Quittell

Dale and Phyllis Randall

Nicholas Register

Roddey Reid, Jr.

John Rice

Lawrence Richardson, Jr.

Barney Rickenbacker

Kent Rigsby

Jill Roberts

Catherine Robertson

Matthew Robertson
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Hugh Robinson Louise Talley David Young Malcolm Church

Joseph Robinson Joshua Tarasoff James Young JohnClum

Lyn Robinson John and NeomiTePaske Margaret Young Milton Constam

Ernest RobI Robert and Shirley Thompson Patti-Marie Young Darioand Madeline Covi

Mozette Rollins Melvin Thrash Christopher Zahn Linda Cox

Ruth Ross Thomas Thurston Gabriel Zaid Alice Craft

Adrian Rule Time, Inc. Robert Zeller Thelma and Thomas Crowder

Margo Rundles Shawna Tunnell Rachel Davies

Marion Salinger Althea Turner Anita and Buren Davis

Joshua Sarett Amy and David Turner $50 -$99 May Daw

Clifford Sayre MarciaTuttle Irving Alexander E. Lorraine de Montluzin

Karola Schuette UBS M Lynne Alexander Michael Decker

Elizabeth Schwartz Thomas Underwood David Anderson Mary Delegal

Kad Selig Unilever United States Anheuser Busch Foundation RachelleDennis-Smith

Marianne Shivanandan Foundation, Inc Mary Bailey Deutsche Bank Americas

Michael Shugrue Unocal Foundation Jeanne Barck Foundation

Bethany Sinnott Ann Vernon Denise Basow Richard Diller

Karen and Timothy Slevin John Waggoner III Betsey Beamish Fowler Dugger

Christine Smith Else and Michael Wallach Art Belval Ell Lilly & Company Foundation

Ellen Smith Robert Wargo George Berdes Barbara and Charles Ellertson

Patricia Smith William Weber Alexander and Sara Berghausen June and Wayne Evans

Sandra Smith Tracey Weis Helga Bessent Christine Fenelon

Walter Smith Eric and Jennifer Wiebke Connie and Douglas Bischoff Henry Ferrell

Paul and Wendy Smolen Chades Wilcox Mervin Block Ann and William Fieles

John Soileau Ann Wilder James Bonnette John Findlay

Gail Sonn Pelham Wilder, Jr. Budget Booher E. C. Flowers, Jr.

Jeffrey Soukup Howard Wilkinson Steven Bouldin Megan Foster Belval

Bevedy and Thad Sparks Collins Williams Gary Boye Richard Franck

Deborah Spears Georgann Williams Camngton Bradley Pamela Eraser-Walters

Jane and William Spmill Ruth Williams Lynda Bregy DaleGaddis

Jean and Joe Stafford Betty Wilson Morgan Brenner Claire Galli

Margaret Lee and Samuel Stayer Linda Wilson Peter Broadbent ManoGenesi

Eugene Stern Winston-Salem Foundation Paul Brodish Ellen Giduz

Scott Stinnett Orval Wintermute Stanford Brown Virginia Gilbert

Ann Stone Mary and Ronald Witt Leslie Bmning Carol and Nicholas Gillham

Chuck and Louise Stone Barbara Wold Caroline Bruzelius E.Stanley Godbold, Jr.

Anne and ElvinStrowd Peter Wood Barbara and Robert Cain Gordon Gold

Chades and Diane Stuart Judith Woodbum Margaret Cadson Louise and Thomas Gossett

Ena Sugiyama Guy Woodlief Monica Cadson Kad Gottschalk

Sharon Sullivan Allison Woram Bruce Carroll Elizabeth Graham

SunTrust Bank Glenn Wnght Karen and Robert Chatten Kathleen Grant
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Sarah Gray Capers and Marion McDonald Gilbert and Mary Ann Southern

Thomas Grossman Robert McWaters Sally Spears

Jill and Michael Haas Caroline Mecom John Staddon

Henry Hale Stephanie MoleskI Victor Strandberg

Carlton and Audrey Harrell James Moniz Samuel Symejr.

Mary-Elise Haug Tom Moore Jessica Tan

Robin Hemrick Catherine Morris MarjorieTuck

David Hill Fred Moss Margaret Van Antwerp-Hill

Terence Nines Nicole Mulder Thomas VanZandt

Marcus and Sarah Hobbs National Humanities Center Cynthia and James Vanek

Sarah Hoch Naomi Nelson Jane and Steven Vogel

Betsy and RurusHolloway Ronald Nelson Robert Vollinger

Faye Holt Padraic Neville Joseph Voss

Stefanie Honeker Francis Newton Joan Ward

Thomas and Virginia Hood Myron Noonkester Robert Waters

Lynn Hooker Sean O'Connell Stephanie Weber

Andrea Home Ashley O'Connor Richard Weintraub

Valerie Hotchkiss Patricia and Peter Olejar Graham Weston
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Alexander and Anne Hull Lionell Parker Elizabeth Whitaker

MaryJacobson Frances Peacock Shirley White

Rosemary Jann Mary Petrowski Wilda Whitley

Ronald Jarrell George Poe Elizabeth Willingham

V\/llliam Johnson Nikita Pokrovsky George Witte

Johnson & Johnson James Porto William Woodbridge

Mary and Todd Jones Progress Energy Lewis Yobs

Alicia Keller Deborah and Timothy Pyatt Cathenne Zilber

Lee Kennett James Ransom

Elizabeth Kissam Hilary Raymond Every effort has been made to

Suzon Kister Judy Reynolds insure the accuracy of this list. If

James Klemstine Neil and Tammy Rigler you note an error or omission,

Richard Kuhlman Ruth Roberson please bring it to the attention

Richard Kunst Edward Samuel ofElaynalllingworth at (919)

Larry Leckonby JaneSaral 660-5800 or elaynajllingworthiS)

Edwin Lee Robert Satloff duke.edu.

Jennie Litvack Robert Savery

Dale Lloyd Derek Schubert

David Lorry Elsie Shore

Leta and Roger Loyd Catherine Shreve

Avinash Maheshwary David Simmons

Sanford Marovitz PaulSinanis

Russell Martin Malinda Snow
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If you prefer, you can use the mailer inserted in the center of the magazine to make and send your gift.

DUKf AFFII lATIdN (l .HALiUATE. FACULTY. STAFF. PARENT, FRIEND)

STATE ZIP

YES! I want to support the Duke University Libraries by making an atnuial fund gift at

the following level:

O $25,000 President's Executive Council

O $ 10,000 President's Council

O $ 5,000 William Preston Few Associates

O $2,500 Washington Duke Club Fellow

O $ 1 ,000 Washington Duke Club

O $ 500 Patron

O $ 100 Sustainer

O $50 Member

O $ Other

O My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching giftform.

My gift should be designated for

O The Library Annual Fund

O The Endowment

O Other

Method of payment

O Check (make check payable to Duke University)

O Credit card: (Master Card/Visa/American Express)

ACCOUNT # Expiration date Signature

O Stock (Please call 919-684-2338 for instructions)

O Faculty/staff payroll deduction of $ {$5/month minimum)

O Pledge to be paid by June 30

O I have included the Duke Library in my will

O I would like information on how to make a bequest to the Duke Library

Please send this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197
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Inside the Story
The 2006 North Carolina Festival of the Book

Bridget Booher
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Writers arc a generous lot. They offer up a part

of themselves with each carefully chosen word,

every hard-won paragraph. They wrestle with

verbs, tame unruly tenses, they rewrite and revise and abandon

characters who don't behave as they should.

Writers do this not for prestigious prizes, which are bestowed

by fates beyond their control. They don't do it for the money,

although it's nice when a book makes an author's life less hand-

to-mouth. Writers write because they must (trite but true) but

more significantly, dear reader, they write for you. They relish

your letters, your emails, your praise. They know that their words

are mere cuneiform until a reader enters the scene.

connecting people + ideas 3
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ia Festival of the Book

At the end of April, from the 24th through the 30th,

seventy-five writers will converge in Durham for the 2006

North Carolina Festival of the Book. There will be novelists

and oral historians, biographers and essayists, poets and

songwriters. Literary lions will be joined by ascending up-

and-comers. There will be humor and hallelujahs, political

jibes and religious asides. Yet despite months of planning,

negotiating, calls and faxes, the event will succeed only if

engaged readers like you come to the party.

And what a party it will be. Robert Olen Buder and

Elizabeth Dewberry will share how they fell in love from

a distance by reading one another's books. (He proposed

within twenty-four hours of meeting her in person; they

married a few months later, on Shakespeare's birthday, at New

York's lovely Tavern on the Green.) Ann Patchett and Allan

Gurganus will ponder what you can and cannot teach young

writers.—Patchett confesses to keeping every single letter her

former professor has sent her which, she admits, "makes me

sound like a stalker." Roy Blount, Jr. and lames Seay will talk

about enduring friendship, annual fishing trips, and making

it out of the sixties alive. "Acid to antacid in one generation,"

quips Blount.

Breaking from the more standard literary festival

format of authors reading excerpts from recently published

books, NC Festival of the Book organizers chose instead to

pair writers around common themes and interests. As a result,

the seven-day celebration will unfold as a series of spirited

personal conversations that offer readers a rare glimpse into

the behind-the-scenes lives of their favorite writers.

"The theme of the festival is 'It's About the Story',"

says Festival director Aaron Greenwald, "but in many cases

it's really the stories behind the stories—the relationships

between writers and how they inspire and learn from one

another." Greenwald, whose past work includes helping

organize The New Yorker magazine's arts festival, says that

in putting together this year's lineup, he wanted to create an

4 Duke University Libraries



atmosphere that breaks down the real and imagined barriers

between writers and audiences.

Launched in 1998 as the North CaroUna Literary

Festival, the gathering is a collaboration of the libraries at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, which hosted the

first event; North Carolina State University, the host in 2004;

and Duke. North Carolina Central is a new partner this year.

Most of the events will take place at Duke, with additional

programs to be held at other Durham venues. All events

are free and open to the public. (For a complete schedule of

events, program descriptions, author bios and list of sponsors,

visit www.ncbook.org.)

When asked what factors they weigh when

contemplating whether to accept such invitations as the NC
Festival of the Book, many writers note the pull of geography

and the chance to reconnect with fellow scribes. Humorist Roy

Blount, Jr. says that having grandchildren in Chapel Hill made

his decision to attend all the easier, but it was the prospect

of indulging in the primeval urge for storytelling that also

helped win him over. "These days I take too many short trips,

which get to be distracting. Of course at my age everything

gets to be distracting," he says during a phone interview.

"But I'm looking forward to the festival because I love to sit

around with other writers eating, drinking and telling stories.

Especially in the South, writers have a lot of stories and enjoy

telling them." Blount notes that he chose to participate in the

festival rather than going on a short tour with his rock band,

the Rock Bottom Remainders, whose members also include

Dave Berry, Amy Tan, Stephen King and Matt Groening,

among others.

Blount and University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill professor and poet James Seay, whose friendship goes

back more than thirty years, say they haven't yet mapped

out the presentation, and doubt they will do much advance

preparation. "What's our topic again?" Blount asks a reporter.

When told the theme is friendship, fishing and the writing

"Okay. [Call me] Monday

afternoon. Around 3 p.m.,

say? True, afternoon is

when I am least interesting,

but one must save one's

sweetest juices for

choir practice and Pilates.

The latter, if you are

unfamiliar, is a form of

ancient exercise named for

Pontius of the Bible, who

was flexible. It's all in

the shrug."

—Roy Blount, Jr., replying

via emaii to a request for

an interview about his

participation in the NC

Festival of the Book.

James Seay
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Craig Marberry

Charles Randolph Wright

life, he responds, "Well, we won't have to do a lot of research."

In another of the Festival's programs, Blount will team with

Robert Olen Butler and lill McCorkle on a panel moderated by

Algonquin Press's legendary editor Shannon Ravenel.

Blount, whose latest book is Feet on the Street: Rambles

Arouiul New Orleans, says he would be happy to entertain

questions about the Crescent City; his and Seay's twenty-

five-year tradition of annual June fishing trips to Alligator

Point, Florida; or the impetus for deciding to devote his life to

writing. "I inherited from my father, a long-suffering business

e.xecutive, a desire to make a living with my hands, and I had

no aptitude for carpentry."

Oddly enough, for a man considered to be one of the

country's preeminent humorists, Blount says he secretly hopes

that queries don't focus on the heavy lifting required of his

craft. "In general, questions about humor tend to be deadly:

'How do you get to be funny?' 'What makes you think you're

so funny?' It's the worst straight line in the world and it kind

of makes everyone sink down." While such questions "seldom

make my ears perk up, I'll gamely try to address them."

Oral historian Craig Marberry says he strives to be "the

Studs Terkel of the African American experience" and wants to

bolster the vital, albeit waning, art of storytelling. "Once upon

a time in America, storytelling was very much cherished, but

everyone is in such a rush now that we tend to talk in sound

bites. What I try to do is get people to talk authentically, to

take the time they need to tell their story from beginning to

end." With producer Charles Randolph Wright (Duke class of

1977), Marberry will share the process of developing a stage

adaptation oi Cuttin Up, his series of interviews about the

black barbershop. He'll also explore the broader historical

implications of the subject. "In terms of the Civil Rights," he

notes, "it was one of the few places black men could go and

discuss strategies. Churches and black barbershops were the

two places men could congregate without raising suspicion.

Black barbershops were about grooming in every sense of
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the word, not only through a haircut but also grooming men

politically, emotionally, socially."

For Ann Patchett, whose books include The Magician's

Assistant and Bel Canto, which received the PEN/Faulkner

Award and was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle

Award, the lure that drew her to attend the festival came

down to two words: Allan Gurganus. "I get a lot of requests

to do these things," says Patchett by phone from her home in

Nashville. "If my sister or best friend lives close by, or it's for

a good cause, that can be very winning. In this case, it was the

chance to see Allan, whom I worship."

As a first-year student at Sarah Lawrence, Patchett took

fiction writing courses with Gurganus, as well as Russell Banks

and Grace Paley. From her first encounter with him, Patchett

recalls thinking that Gurganus embodied everything she

wanted to be. "In every way he was a real role model. He made

being a writer look like a great job. He's a person of wonderful

character, great intelligence, humor and social grace. Plus he is

a sharp dresser and has terrific style. He was working on Oldest

Living Confederate Widow at the time and would read parts of

it as he wrote them. My friend [author] Elizabeth McCracken,

also a student of Allan's, said that the process of watching

someone write a novel is like watching a barn being raised. At

first there is nothing, and then the frame goes up and the roof

goes on and it takes shape." Patchett's homage to Gurganus,

"Writing a Well Lived Life," appeared in the 1998 book Why

I Write: Thoughts on the Craft ofFiction, edited by another

Festival participant Will Blythe.

While appreciative of the credit Patchett gives him,

Gurganus says that "the fact is that when Ann walked into

my class as an eighteen-year-old freshman, she was already

a professional writer in that she professed to be a writer. To

profess means to speak for, and she was professing her claim as

a writer."

For his part Gurganus says, "I feel that Ann would have

made her mark whether I'd turned up or not. I might have

"Prizes and sales don't

equal success. You can

be overwhelmingly on top

of your game and then

everything goes downhill,

and maybe you come back

and maybe you don't. I

really do have the sense in

my career right now that I

will never again have the

success that I had with Bel

Canto. I am not being self

effacing, it's like winning

the lottery; it's very, very

hard to replicate."

—Ann Patchett, on the

lack of correlation between

a book's inherent literary

worth and its sales.
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Luis Alberto Urrea

Peter Guralnick

helped speed things along by saying 'adverbs are sleazy' or now

try this with dialogue. Ann always seemed ready to try the next

thing, to build new strengths." He says that Patchett devoted the

two-semester course to revising and refining one story. This

resulted in "a completely polished, deeply considered work that

The Paris Review snapped up. It went on to win and deserve

every prize in the world."

"Andre Gide said it best, 'I rewrite to be reread'," repeats

Gurganus. "It was remarkable to me that here was this

eighteen-year-old taking the time to write and rewrite. Our

culture is so quickly galloping away from all revision, from

hindsight. It's the whole mentality of improv theatre, become an

actor without ever rehearsing. I hate that trend in politics and

art. I tell young writers they should take a good thing and make

it better and better and better, until the time comes that it walks

off without you."

As Festival organizers were finalizing speakers and details

earlier this year, lames Frey and his editors were being publicly

excoriated for packaging his A Million Little Pieces as a wholly

authentic autobiography. Festival participant and writing

teacher Luis Alberto Urrea says that the pressure to get noticed

in a crowded pantheon can be especially stressful for young

writers. "I instigated a policy in my creative writing classes,

somewhat as a joke, that there is no extra credit for suffering,"

says Urrea, who teaches at the University of Illinois-Chicago. As

an author who has had success in a variety of genres, including

an American Book Award for the haunting The Devil's Higlmay:

A True Story, Urrea chose to fictionalize the story of his great

aunt Teresa in The Huiiiiuiiigbird's Daughter: A Novel.

"Young writers learn that if they tell an outrageous story

that trumps the class, that can get intoxicating," says Urrea.

"I had a very good writer, one of my students early on, who

came up with the most astonishing series of autobiographical

confessional essays. I began to suspect that they were not true,

but I had to admit they were really well written."

8 Duke University Libraries



More disturbing, he says, was serving on the committee

for a Ph.D. candidate whose dissertation was essentially a

memoir, and watching as the other members of the committee

encouraged the young writer to "massage" the material at the

end to make it more compeUing. "It was unbehevable," he

recalls. "I remember saying, 'Are we in fact urging our student

to lie in a memoir?' And everyone laughed, but I remember

one faculty member saying well, yes, I guess we are. Part of the

problem was that the faculty members were poets and writers

of fiction and didn't know what to do with a person writing

nonfiction. It was the makings of an academic scandal."

While the allegiance to truth is paramount in writing

non-fiction, Peter Guralnick says it is not without its toll on

the author. Through such books as Sweet Soul Music: Rhythm

and Blues and the Southern Dream ofFreedom, an acclaimed

two-volume biography about Elvis Presley, and Dream Boogie,

widely considered the definitive biography of Sam Cooke,

Guralnick says that his goal is to present the most carefully

researched, nuanced portrayal of a person as he can. "My role is

not to defend or condemn," says Guralnick. "I'm attempting to

present as many different perspectives, as truthfully as possible,

from every point of view. My writing is never a judgment

about a person."

Guralnick recalls meeting musician Charlie Rich in 1970

and being immediately captivated by the troubled, talented

singer. "I don't think I've ever been as drawn to anyone as I was

to Charlie and his wife, Margaret Ann. I met them at a show

at the Vapors Club in Memphis, Tennessee. It started in the

afternoon and there were what seemed like an endless series

of rotating sets of music. And the story he shared with me that

day was one of a man who had a deeply divided sense of who

he wanted to be. As he told me, 'I just don't dig happy songs.'

He lived the blues in his life just as he did in his music."

When the time came for Guralnick to write about Rich's

demons and dramas for his book, Feel Like Going Home:

Portraits in Blues and Rock 'n Roll, the then twenty-six-year-old

"As a teacher the best

thing you can do for a

young writer is to nod yes

and hold their coats and

give them vitamin C when

they have the sniffles. And

you direct them to really

great writing. I tell young

writers that they read bad

writing at their own peril.

It's like eating a Twinkle

the day before you're

competing in the Olympics.

You don't put anything in

your body that's not worthy

of it."

—Allan Gurganus, on the

care and tending ofyoung

writers
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006 North Carolina Festival of the Book

writer despaired that "I might never see him again because of

the truth I feh obligated to present. In addition to the person

I'm writing about, I also have an obligation to the reader, and

to my own sense of truth."

A few weeks after Feel Like Going Home was published,

Guralnick got a call from a publisher's assistant who relayed

that Rich had requested thirty copies to give to family and

friends. "It may hurt," Rich said about Gurlanick's portrait of

him, "but it's true."

After spending Thursday through Saturday taking in

Merlefest, an annual American/blues/bluegrass music festival

in Wilkesboro, North Carolina, Guralnick and his friend,

essayist/columnist/critic Hal Crowther, will return to Durham

and the Festival on Sunday for their respective presentations.

Guralick will team up with WNCU deejay lim Davis, who hosts

a weekly radio show featuring classic R&B from the '40s to the

'60s. Crowther, whose Gather at the River: Notes from the Post-

Millennial South is a National Book Award finalist, will take

on themes ranging from movies, baseball and the joys of dog

ownership to the fearful, flaccid state of current journalism.

In addition to the onstage pairings of writers, the NC
Festival of the Book promises just as many spontaneous

reunions among far-flung groups of friends and colleagues.

Looking over the schedule, Craig Marberry excitedly rattled off

the names of other participants he wanted to meet. "Reynolds

Price? Wow, he's at the top of my list! I may have to play hooky

from my own session." Robert Olen Butler says he looks

forward to spending time with his numerous literary friends

at the Festival, especially Doug Marlette, whom he hasn't

seen since the two were grand co-marshals at Florida State

University's homecoming parade five years ago. ("It consisted

of us sitting in sequential convertibles waving at people who

looked very confused about who we were," says Butler. "I have

to give credit to Florida State, which is a huge football school,

for choosing a couple of artists to marshal their parade.")



Allan Gurganus likens the convergence of readers and

writers at the Festival to a summer camp reunion. "It looks like

a great inventory," he says. "I look forward to meeting people

I've only known on the page, but I'm really looking forward to

seeing readers. I love looking out into the audience and seeing

a familiar cadre of readers. Sometimes I feel as though I am

preaching to the choir when I talk to groups, but given the state

of the nation, the choir could use a little buoying. Festivals

like this one have an extracurricular importance because I

think people feel so cut off from their elected leaders—be

that Democrat or Repubhcan—that they are looking for

people who will talk about ethics and honesty without being

embarrassed. Artists and writers can take over the role of

leadership with an extra kind of eloquence and power because

they haven't traded their integrity for a golfing weekend in

Scotland." =

Bridget Booher is a freelance writer who lives in Hillsborough, North

Carolina. She works at Duke's Sanford Institute of Public Policy,

"Neither of us is an

autobiographical writer

in any real sense of the

word, but we do bring the

way we deeply look at the

world into our writing. As

a result, we probably knew

more about each other the

first moment we met than

most married couples know

in a lifetime."

-Pulitzer Prize winning

autlior Robert Olen Butler

on how his deepening

attraction to Elizabeth

Dewberry—and hers for

him—took place through

reading each other's

books.

Elizc, . . . . jwberry
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Walk across almost any university

campus, and you will see students

with white cords dangling from

their ears and iPods tucked into their pockets

or backpacks. On the Duke campus, students

also sport the white earbuds, and like their

counterparts at other universities, many are

listening to music. However, at least 1 ,500

students at Duke have something else on their

iPods. They may be listening to a class lecture,

a foreign language exercise, a guest speaker, a

provocative news program or the discussion

questions for tomorrow's seminar. In less than

four semesters, iPods have become a widely-used

technology for teaching and learning at Duke.

Duke University's announcement in 2004

that it would distribute Apple iPod devices to

each first-year student at the beginning of the

fall semester immediately drew both praise and

criticism. The iPod program—known as the

Duke First-Year Experience—was proposed as

an experiment in stimulating creative uses of

digital technology in academic and campus life.

Admirers hailed Duke for being an innovator

in seeking instructional uses for these popular

music players. Critics (including some

upperclassmen) decried the decision to use

university funds on devices which to date had no

established educational purpose. Many people

were simply puzzled. Was the academic use of

iPods the beginning of an educational trend, or

a fad that would quickly fade? Were iPods tools

or toys? Was Duke being forward-looking or

merely foolish?

Life before the

iPod Project

Duke's distribution of iPods as part of the First-

Year Experience followed on earlier technology

innovation carried out under the university's

strategic plan. Building on Excellence, which was

adopted in 2001. A key goal of that plan was

to intensify the use of information technology

in all appropriate aspects of university life. In

implementing the plan, Duke experimented with

instructional uses of laptop computers, wireless

networking, course management systems.

13

One of the many things that I enjoy about my IPod is that

I can tape record my lectures. I write down a rough

draft while I am In class and then with my IPod I listen to

the lecture over and over until have perfect notes. As

I listen to the lecture again, I try to pick up major overall

themes and also details in the professor's argument.

Eddy Leal

Class of 2007



Personal Digital Assistants such as Palm and

iPaq devices and personal response systems.

These earlier technology projects helped

develop a campus culture for supporting

technology use in and out of the classroom

and brought together the many players in

Duke's decentralized computing environment.

Duke's Office of Information Technology

(OIT), the library's Center for Instructional

Technology (CIT), the Division of Student

Affairs, the Office of the Provost, and Office of

the Executive Vice President, along with Apple

Computer, Inc., all collaborated on the Duke

iPod program.

In the months before the iPods were

distributed, these different groups worked

together to identify audio content to pre-load

onto the Duke iPods, arranged for students to

receive ten free audio tracks from the iTunes

store, set up a special server for storing audio

content, developed a project website, identified

potential academic projects and planned the

distribution process. Although most faculty

were off-campus for the summer, several

responded to the Center for Instructional

Technology's call tor pilot projects using iPods

in fall courses.

Listening to course-related audio content

seemed the most obvious use for iPods.

However, the Belkin Corporation's generous

offer to provide free microphone adapters

for all iPods opened up a whole new set of

possibilities. As classes got underway instructors

t]uickly developed assignments that required

students to use the recording capabilities of

the iPod, to prepare class presentations that

included audio segments and to record their

own work to demonstrate skills required in

the class.

Students in Professor Lisa Merschel's

Spanish course hstened to native Spanish

speakers and music on their iPods to

supplement reading and writing exercises.

They also recorded their own spoken Spanish

throughout the semester and submitted audio

files to document their progress. Merschel

recorded vocabulary words and translations for

each week; students recorded "audio diaries" on
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various topics. iPods increased the portability

of the materials and expanded the number

of spaces where students could do course

work. Both students and instructors of foreign

languages used materials in classrooms, in the

language lab, in dorm rooms or offices, at home

or while exercising in the gym.

Professor Daniel Foster's theater studies

students listened to 1930s radio theater

programs, then worked in groups to develop

their own audio programs. Finally, they podcast

their finished shows to listeners outside the

course.

The writing courses required of all first-

year students have used iPods extensively.

Professor Michele Strano had students in her

Writing 20 course "Social Minds: Memory

as Collective Practice" use iPods to conduct

interviews about an event and then compare

the interviewees' comments to news articles

about the same event. Students wrote essays

and the interviews and articles, and in class

presentations they played audio clips from their

interviews to support their points.

As the iPod's functionality expanded,

faculty quickly found ways to take advantage

of the new digital images and digital video

playback features. Students in Professor S.

Mark Williams' course "Functional Anatomy

of the Human Brain" used photo-enabled

iPods to access a visual glossary of human

neuroanatomy. For each of approximately 500

terms, a student could find a description of the

term, information on brain structure location

and function, audio pronunciation, links to

related terms and high quality brain images

optimized for the iPod photo display.

Over four semesters, faculty and students

have used iPods to provide portable access to

course materials; to record lectures, discussions

Although podcasting is new for the library, the librarians

involved In the Public Radio International (PRI) project have

found it exciting to work with faculty In exploring the

possibilities of how these downloadable audio nnaterlals can

be used. A few of the popular database vendors have

recently announced that they'll begin offering downloadable

audio content such as historic speeches, audio books, and

the White House weekly radio address. The PRI project has

put us ahead of the game in being ready to recommend these

materials and becoming comfortable with the technology.

Jean Ferguson

Reference Librarian, Perkins Library
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URLs Related to the iPod Program

and the Duke Digital Initiative

Duke University strategic plan, Building on Excellence

http://www.duke.edu/web/annualreport/building.htm

Profiles of instructional technology projects at Duke

http://cit.duke.edu/ideas/exam pies.do

Examples of how iPods are being used in some Duke courses

http://cit.duke.edu/ideas/newprofiles/ipod_faculty_articles.do

iPods assist with Spanish accents

http://cit.duke.edu/ideas/newprofiles/merschel.do

The mpSater project

http://www.duke.edu/~dhfoster/mp3ater.htm

Accounts of Columbine shootings captured, analyzed with iPods

http://cit.duke.edu/ideas/newprofiles/strano.do

Digital audio activities in courses, fall 2005

http://cit.duke.edU/about/ipod_faculty_projects_fall05.do#func

Duke iPod First-Year Experience Final Evaluation Report

http://cit.duke.ed u/pdf/ipod_in itiat ive_04_05.pdf

Duke Digital Initiative

http://www.duke.edu/dd 1/

Bostock Library audio walking tour

http://library.duke.edu/about/perkinsproject/audio-tour.html

Public Radio International

http://www.pri.org/

Duke/Public Radio International partnership

http://www.dukenews.duke.edu/2005/08/pri_partnership.html



and guest speakers; to collect audio field notes,

conduct interviews and record audio data for

analysis in class; to record students speaking

or singing for practice or assessment in a class;

to store and transport large data files; and to

produce multimedia presentations to share with

classmates or an audience beyond the course.

Examining the Innpact

of iPods at Duke

From the very beginning, public interest in

Duke's First-Year Experience was intense.

Both the admirers and critics of Duke's iPod

program contacted us repeatedly to ask what

we had learned from our experiment and

what the impact had been in courses that made

use of the devices. To find out, CIT staff talked

with instructors and students in iPod courses

and observed classes where iPods were being

used or where students had developed projects

with the help of iPods.

CIT's program evaluator Yvonne Belanger

collected project reports from faculty who

had incorporated iPods into their courses and

surveyed both faculty and students who had

and had not used iPods. Belanger also convened

focus groups and interviewed a variety of

people across campus. The educational themes

that emerged across classes were that iPods

had offered opportunities to study new

technologies, to provide richer course content

via digital media; had promoted interactive,

project-based, collaborative learning; had

increased student engagement in class activities;

had fostered flexible and efficient course

delivery mechanisms; supported writing and

research in undergraduate curriculum and

responded to individual needs and learning

preferences. In her report on the Duke First-

Year Experience, Belanger noted that 75%

of first-year students said they used their iPod

in a class or for independent support of their

studies. She also found that the "fun factor"

and low learning curve for using iPods drove

innovation and prompted new groups of faculty

to try using technology in teaching.

Equally interesting were some of the

unanticipated effects of the iPod initiative. When

the University of Western Australia heard about

Duke faculty recording lectures with iPods,

they offered to partner with Duke in pilot testing

a more automated classroom recording product.

Textbook publishers agreed to make some

of their audio material downloadable to iPods,

whereas students previously could only access

connecting



them in streaming format while sitting in front

of their computers. Other companies asked

to work with Duke in thinking about future

product development for mobile, multimedia

learning. Universities from around the world,

government agencies and corporations

asked to consult with Duke about ways iPods

might be used in teaching, learning and

business. The significant and unanticipated

publicity increased Duke's visibility as a

technology innovator and ottered new

opportunities for collaboration with

educational institutions, publishers, and

hardware and software vendors.

Steps: Transitioning

iPods to the Duke

Digital Initiative

Duke's CIO Tracy Futhey reconvened groups

of instructors near the end of the spring 2005

semester to ask for feedback on the Duke

First-Year Experience. The instructors' stories

of their success with iPods across a variety of

courses convinced us to continue making

the devices available in the following academic

year, but to distribute iPods baseci on course

plans rather than to all incoming students.

Instructors pointed out that iPods did not

meet all of their educational needs and that

they wanted to try other technologies in their

courses.

Consequently, in the 2005-06 academic

year, the iPod project transitioned into the

Duke Digital Initiative. The Duke Digital

Initiative focuses on academically driven

technology needs, expands on the successful

components of last year's iPod projects,

and offers support for experimenting with

other technologies. Pilot projects in 2005-

06 incorporate digital audio recording

and playback, digital images, digital video,

tablet PCs and hand-held computers, and

collaboration tools. From these pilot projects,

we plan to identify the most successful uses

of technology in teaching and expand use

of them in future years. At the same time,

we will be seeking new opportunities

for experimentation, further developing our

technology infrastructure and sharing our

findings within and outside Duke.

Mobile Devices,

Multinnedia and the

Library
From the beginning of the Duke First-Year

Experience through the current Duke Digital

Initiative, librarians have been seeking ways to

use iPods in the library as well as the classroom.

Selected lectures in the library's Engaging

Faculty Series are available for download,

as is an audio walking tour of our new Bostock

Library building.

Duke librarians have had a growing role

in helping faculty find and use digital audio,

digital images and digital video materials

for their courses. In the fall 2005 semester,

Duke University and Public Radio International

(PRI) formed a partnership to provide public

radio programs as digital audio files for

use in Duke courses. The Duke-PRI partnership

also taps the expertise of librarians in finding

new ways to search for audio materials and

in shaping business models for the making new

types of content available to universities.

Librarians at Duke and other places

are exploring possibilities for checking

out audio books on iPods, for making music

listening assignments available through

streaming audio, for providing parts film and

video library collections as video-on-demand

and for making more of our text and

image collections available in digital format.

As education increasingly focuses on mobility

and multimedia, the Duke libraries will

be a part of all those changes. =

Lynne O'Brien is the director of Academic Technology &

Instructional Services for the Duke University Libraries
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Over four semesters, faculty and students have used iPods

to provide portable access to course materials; to record

lectures, discussions and guest speakers; to collect audio

field notes, conduct interviews and record audio data

for analysis in class; to record students speaking or singing

for practice or assessment in a class; to store and transport

large data files; and to produce multimedia presentations to

share with classmates or an audience beyond the course.
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writer's page

Editor's Note: John Finan, a

graduate student at Duke's

Pratt School of Engineering,

entered Motorola's first

MOTOFWRD College

Competition with the

following essay proposing a

"Mood Phone" that would

interpret the mood ofpeople

speaking on it by analyzing

variations in tone and speech

patterns. On 17 January

2006 Finan's entry was

awarded the grand prize in

the competition. He received

a $10,000 scholarship, a

Bluetooth enabled BMW
and a suite ofMotorola

products. Finan will also

serve an apprenticeship with

Motorola's Chief Technology

Office.

The biomedical engineering

Ph.D. candidate's concept was

judged best among 500 entries

in the Motorola competition

that asked college students to

envision the future ofseamless

mobility. Finan is a native of

Dublin, Ireland.

John Finan

Ian was gathering speed now. He was developing an elegant and

accessible analogy to explain his new project to his wife.

"... the code creates these little chickens that peck around randomly.

Some are successful and they accelerate, others are unsuccessful and they

die ..."

The train pulled up in front of him. It had an odd number of cars,

which was true about 70% of the time on Tuesdays. The driver looked

a bit like his Uncle Seymour, whom he had never met but had seen a

photo of as a child. The paint was flaking a little, which was probably due

to the salty air of this coastal locale, and a little girl stepped off who had

impeccably even pig tails but uneven socks. Ian observed all this without

pausing in his description.

As he boarded the train, a flashing red glow intruded from the

corner of his eye. His mood phone was trying to warn him about

something. He was bewildered but also used to the bewilderment so he

went through the motions as he always did.

"Honey, is everything okay".

There was a pause. The red light stopped flashing but didn't

diminish in intensity.

"Well, you don't have to describe everything in terms of barnyard

animals to me, I may not work at Google but I did go to college you

know".

"You're right honey, I'm sorry. I get excited by the idea and I forget

how it might be taken. You know me, Anne".

"I do, and I know you don't mean any harm".

The red light in the corner of his eye soothed and he felt himself

relax. This phone was saving his marriage.

Ian had Asberger's syndrome. It was mild but it did inhibit him

from recognizing emotional cues in the speech of others, so that he

found it hard to determine whether people were joking or angry or losing

interest. When he had heard about the Motorola mood interpreting

algorithms he had been skeptical but a bit of research converted him. He

learned that mood is communicated by sub-verbal but concrete patterns,
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As he boarded

the train, a

flashing red

glow intruded

from the

corner of his

eye. His mood

phone was

trying to warn

him about

something.

the characteristic lilt of a joke, the hardened tones of anger, the soft

drawl of distraction. Most people gather and interpret these messages

subconsciously. Ian knew that his Asberger's caused his brain to prioritise

information differently to most people so that these messages got lost

in the shuffle, with potentially disastrous results. Fortunately, his phone

employed a variety of adaptive algorithms to interpret mood almost as

well as a human, and it passed the information along in the form of color.

When his doctor had recommended color haptics on his mood

phone, Ian had resisted. A long diode covered the side of the phone and

glowed different colors when it detected different moods, filling half of

his field of vision with an appropriate blur of light. He had asked for

something more direct, like a verbal message or a beep like call waiting.

The colors, with their varying intensities, seemed poorly defined. The

doctor explained that was exactly the key.

"There's no point training your conscious mind to do the job of

your subconscious mind. Ian. If you do that, this device will only ever

be crutch. With the color, you can tap into your existing subconscious

tools and expand them to the point where you don't need any help. Your

tests show that you have a normal emotional response to color. If we can

associate these instinctive responses with corresponding emotional cues

through the phone, we can try to stimulate a little cross-wiring and start

to lessen the deficiency".

It was true that he had trouble determining when he was

responding to Anne's voice and when he was responding to the color

signals from his phone these days, which his doctor said was excellent

news. The system was very sensitive to Anne's moods now because it

had become highly trained to her speech. They had spent several hours

in the beginning reviewing digital recordings of fights they had had

by phone, with Anne indicating the precise moment when she started

to get annoyed. Of course, those sessions had had therapeutic effects

of their own. He had also gotten into the habit of joke logging. His

phone buffered conversation constantly whether he was talking on it or

carrying it in his pocket. When he missed a joke in social conversation,

he would discreetly press the diode, which was also a button that stored

the preceding 60 seconds of conversation for review (or 2 taps for 2

minutes and so on, the feature was also handy for recording directions

and so forth. Files were emailed to his home computer and deleted when

memory ran low). Later on, he would find the joke and flag it so that

the system would learn the speech cues associated with joking for that

speaker. This strategy had been vital to learning to relate to his boss, who

was British. Brits were notorious for employing almost no change in tone

from normal conversation when making a joke. Special algorithms had

been written for the Motorola mood recognition software just to deal

with the British sense of humor.
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writer's page

"Sometimes

you say you

love me and

my whole

world Is

flooded with

warm pink

light", she

told him, "My

phone looks

as happy as I

feel and I like

that."

Using his mood recognition phone in face to face conversation had

finally motivated him to use the glasses peripheral. They v^ere connected

by Bluetooth to the phone in his pocket. Discreetly placed LEDs in the

frame shone the appropriate colors into the corner of his eye without

revealing themselves to anyone else. He had bought them with his first

mood phone, afraid that the huge LED down the side of his phone would

reveal his disability to the world. He had stopped using them for a while

when he realized that most of the people on his BART train had mood-

sensitive phones and weren't the least bit ashamed of them. When the

Bay area tech elite had started using the phones (for the simple reason

that many of them had Asberger's), the items had become associated

with yuppie culture and were instantly fashionable. Even Anne, who was

afflicted neither by Asberger's nor by vanity, had gotten one. She was a

big fan. "Sometimes you say you love me and my whole world is flooded

with warm pink light", she told him, "My phone looks as happy as I feel

and I like that." Ian approved of this but not of the "celebration sparkles"

that had become popular among high school girls. Their phones were

completely covered in diodes and sparkled and flashed like a fire crackers

in response to user-defined phrases. He had heard stories of hapless

teachers given to repeating a certain phrase watching their classroom fill

with flashing lights as dozens of phones with devious owners responded

to their catchphrase. Of course, there was now a booming industry in

downloadable celebration sparkle patterns, just like the ring tones of

yester year.

Joking apart, the technology was practical for everyone because

it allowed them to observe the nature of a phone call without

eavesdropping. Certain color conventions had become universally

accepted, steel grey for business, green tor family (depending on whether

people chose to train their phones to recognize family) and white for

idle chat. College professors could while away free moments catching

up with old friends without appearing unavailable to a timid freshman

peering around the edge of their door. A whole silent sign language of

questioning eyebrows and hand waving invitations had disappeared from

the office environment. People took one look at the color on the mood

phone and knew instantly whether interruption was appropriate. These,

of course, were the killer apps. What had started as a niche product

aimed at a rare disorder that preferentially affected wealthy professionals

had become an indispensable dimension of telecommunication. It was

only when Asberger's sufferers started using mood phones in everyday

life that ordinary people realized that this technology could eliminate a

lot of awkward little moments from their day. =
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library notes

Exhibits
The Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library's Gallery

Karl Mydans: Roustabouts in Freer, Texas, take

time off from tlneir jobs, 1937

April/July

Cdfl Mydans: Photographs, 1936-1958

An array of black and white photographs covering

Carl Mydans' photojournalism career from its

beginnings with L!/e magazine in 1936. Mydans

documented the Great Depression, World War II in

Europe and Asia, post-WWII Japan, the Korean War,

and other major world events.

August/December

Close to Home: Photographs by Margaret Sartor

For over fifteen years Margaret Sartor has been

documenting her family and hometown in northern

Louisiana. This exhibition includes selected portraits

and landscapes made from 1989 to 2006.

The Special Collections Gallery is open seven days a

week: Monday-Saturday, 9am to 9pm, and 10am to

9pm on Sunday. Call 660.5968 or visit

http://library.duke.edu/exhibits/ for more

information.

Tom Hadzor Named Director of Development for

the Duke University Libraries

Thomas B. Hadzor was appointed to the position of director of develop-

ment for the Duke University Libraries effective 3 January 2006. In making

the announcement of Hadzor's appointment, University Librarian Deborah

Jakubs said, "Tom Hadzor, with his excellent record in fund raising and his

deep knowledge of Duke, is the perfect person to lead the Library's develop-

ment efforts and to build on the momentum we have attained through the

Perkins Project. I speak for the entire staff when I say we are excited about

welcoming him to the Library."

As a member of the Library's senior management team and director

of development, Hadzor will lead all the Library's advancement efforts,

especially fund raising for the continuation of the Perkins Project for the

renovation and expansion of Duke's libraries.

Hadzor came to the Library from the Duke School of Law where he had

been associate dean for alumni and

development since 2003. While at

the Law School Hadzor oversaw the

conclusion of a successful $67M com-

prehensive Law School campaign.

Pnor to Hadzor's tenure at

the Law School, he served from

1996-2003 as associate direaor and

executive director of development

and communications for the Duke

Comprehensive Cancer Center, He directed a capital campaign with a goal of

$50M, which concluded at $11 OM. While at the Cancer Center, Hadzor also

increased giving from 6,000 gifts per year to 15,200 gifts in 2003.

Tom Hadzor's joining the library staffas director of development has

provided an opportunity for review of the library's fundraising, communica-

tions, and marketing strategies and their relationship to each other. To

improve the coordination of the library's efforts in these three areas, the

office of communications has become part of library development. In a

related change, a member of the library staff has assumed graphic design

responsibilities in support of development, marketing and communications.

Margaret Sartor: "Eliza on the Levee," Louisiana 1999 (1);

"Gourd Tree," Louisiana 2002
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The Andrew W Mellon Foundation has awarded Duke University

$4 1 ,300 for a collaborative planning project with Dartmouth College to

design institutional strategies and policies for managing scholarly and

administrative assets in digital form. Duke university librarian Deborah

Jdkubs IS the principal investigator for the grant.

The management of digital records of the operation of the university

as well as its distinctive scholarly output is one of the most urgent chal-

lenges higher education faces currently. Although efforts to tackle this

challenge are underway at a variety of institutions, to date there has been

no attempt to develop a broad, campus-wide asset management plan.

Duke and Dartmouth will consider the issue from this campus-wide per-

spective, dehning the problem, describing the scope of digital assets,

identifying the potential obstacles to a campus plan, and outlining a strat-

egy for creating policies necessary for the implementation of a digital asset

management system Rather than looking for technological solutions,

Duke and Dartmouth will focus on developing a clearer definition of all of

the pieces that must be integrated into a carefully conceived and crafted

plan, or "road map," that will lead to a comprehensive digital

asset strategy

Trustee Ken Hubbard's collection of several hundred political buttons

is a tnbute to U.S. presidential campaigns. From the nineteenth century to

the present— Garfield, Hoover, Wilkie, Nader, Nixon, Bush and Kerry

—

they're all here, winners and losers alike Our nation's political passions are

preserved on pennants, shields, and shiny disks that also evoke the moods

of the election years when they were worn: "Franklin D. Roosevelt—

A

Gallant Leader" and "Geeks for Dean" tell us more than just who was run-

ning for president. The older buttons are small, intended perhaps for a

lapel. The nearer we come to the elechon of 2004, the larger they get. Yet

large and small, old and new, all the buttons are red, white and blue. Ken

Hubbard's collection will join campaign memorabilia already held in the

Rare Book, Manuscnpt, and Special Collections Library.

Duke faculty meniliers Tom Ferraro and Frank Lentrkchia will discuss and

sign their recent books: Lentricchia's The Book of Ruth, a novel, and

Ferraro 's Feehng Italian: The Art of Ethnicity in America. Tom Ferraro,

professor of English and director of graduate studies in the Department

ot English, writes on literature, film, and the performing arts. Frank

Lentricchia's interests include American literature, modernism, and

the aesthetics of reading. He is Katherine Everett Gilbert Professor of

Literature and Theater Studies in the Program in Literature.

W ednesday, 29 March, 4:30pni, Perkins Library Rare Book Room

Poet Jerry Eidenier will read from his new collection. Draw Flame Catch

Fire. Eidenier, manager of Duke's Gothic Bookshop, is also the author

of Sonnets to Eurydiee and the recipient of a Vermont Studio Center

fellowship. His work has appeared in Tar River Poetry, Icarus, Ruah,

Rhino, and The Virginia Quarterly.

e Book Room

Taylor Branch, Pulitizer Prize-winning author ot Parting the Waters,

will speak about his trilogy, America in the King Years, and the just

published final volume of the trilogy, At Canaan's Filge.

tilildy, 7 /-l|J;il, i i.tl;;ia:y it_. - - Om

lames B. Duke Professor of English Reynolds Price will read his translation

of the Gospel of Mark from his book, Three Gospels. In a 30 June 1996

review of the book in the Los Angeles Times Book Review, Christopher

Tilghman described Tliree Gospels as a ".. .splendid and exhilarating

new exploration ol the life and ministry of lesus Christ."

Wednesda) . .^ -^ .MeRookRoom

The 2006 NC Festival of the Book is coming to Duke April 24-30. The

festival, a biennial event, is co-sponsored by the libraries at Duke, NC

Central University, NC State University, and UNC-Chapel Hill. About

eighty writers will participate in programs that will explore the stories

behind the stories. For details and a schedule, visit the festival website

at www.ncbook.org.

Bring your 8mm, Super-8, and 16mm films to the Duke Library for a

celebration of the 4th annual, world-wide Home Movie Day. Film experts

will project the films and answer preservation questions.

raryRare Book Room

For more information about these free public events, call (919) 660-

5816 or send a message to ilene.nelson@duke.edu. Individuals with

disabilities who anticipate needing reasonable accommodations or who

have questions about physical access may also call (919) 660-5816 or

send a message to ilene.nelson@duke.edu in advance of the programs.
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knowledge bytes

Literary Delights

Internet Sites Selected for the Readers of Duke University Libraries

Today in Literature

With stones about Oscar Wilde and his mother, the marriage of the Robert and Elizabeth Browning, and P^. Wodehouse, this website will delight

and inform literary aficionados everywhere. On the mam page, visitors can read the story of the day, which relates an interesting anecdote or his-

toric event of literary import. Visitors can also review stories that have appeared recently on the site and browse through a list of writers. Clicking on

the name of any author yields a number of entries about the individual, although a subscription is reguired for access to the full archive of articles

about more than 500 authors. Visitors may want to sign up for the free three-week trial subscription to the daily email newsletter, which includes

the story of the day, along with a daily literary quote and a list of significant events that have occurred on a particular date.

ReadingGroupGuides.com

Readers have been meeting in informal groups to discuss works of literature for hundreds of

years. Recently reading groups have increased in popularity, particulady with the proliferation

of community-wide, "one reader, one book" programs. This website, designed by a team of

avid readers, provides many helpful resource materials for those who want to start and main-

tain an effective reading group. Launched in January 2001, the site now includes over 1,780

reading group guides, organized by author, title, and theme.

The Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest

http:/A«^'^^¥.bulwer *

"It was a dark and stormy night," is not just the beginning of a tale by Snoopy in "Peanuts." It's also one of the most reviled first lines in literary history,

composed by a somewhat obscure 19th century British author, Edward GeorgeBulwer-Lytton, for his novel Pau/CZ/ffo/'d Since 1982 the English Department

at San Jose State University has sponsored the Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest, "where www means 'wretched writers welcome.'" The contest challenges

entrants to write an opening sentence for "the worst of all possible novels." The contest has attracted widespread attention: Journalists and television hosts

ranging from Charles Osgood to George F. Will have commented on it, and international media such as the BBC and Radio South Africa have announced the

winners. On the homepage, visitors can read about the contest details, learn more about Bulwer-Lytton and his literary legacy, and peruse a list of the grand

prize winners from the past twenty years. This is an enjoyable site to browse, and one that may serve as a catalyst for additional submissions to the annual

competition.

Modern Language Association Language Map

Drawing on information from the United States 2000 Census, the Modern Language Association has created this important interactive map that displays the locations and numbers

of speakers of the thirty languages most common in the United States. The map allows visitors to toggle between certain themes (such as rivers, lakes, and highways) and to find

the numbers of speakers of a particular language by zip code, town, city, or county. Visitors can view data at the state level and can print out their own customized maps. Users

of the site can also generate interactive maps for two languages in the same state, or compare the concentration of a specific language in two different states. To help visitors get

started, the developers have provided an online tour of the site's features.

Thanks to the Internet Scout Project (Copyright Internet Scout Project,

1994-2006. http://scout.cs.wisc.edu/) for identifying these sites. If you would

like to recommend a Web site for inclusion in a future issue of Duke University

Libraries, contact Joline Ezzell atjoline.ezzell@duke.edu.
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Nineteenth Century Online

For historians the nineteenth century

is endlessly interesting—the hidustrial

Revolution, universal male suffrage, abolition

of slavery, the American Civil War and

westward expansion, the consolidation of

the British Empire in Africa, the lapanese in

East Asia and the European Empires in Africa

and the rivalry between the so-called Great

Powers—Russia, Turkey, Britain and France,

as well as the

development of railways

and the telegraph. The

era teems with social,

scientific

and political change.

To meet the needs

of students and faculty

for access to primary

sources about this

period, the Duke

library has built a

collection of

unparalleled online full

text documents.

The most recent

acquisitions are two

core collections of full

text online government

documents—the

House of Commons

Parliamentary Papers, 19th Century, and the

LIS. Congressioiml Serial Set. The reports,

documents, and journals of the U.S. Senate

and House of Representatives constitute

a rich source of primary material on all

aspects of American and world history. Upon

completion, the digital version of the serial set

will comprise approximately 13,800 volumes

and over 12 million pages; the years 1817

- 1886 are currently available in full text. The

serial set is very well indexed, making it easy

to retrieve documents on any topic. A search

on "Armistead," for example, brought up no

fewer than eighteen documents on the famous

incident.

Punch, May 15, 1869 p. 205

Similarly, the House of Commons

Parliamentary Papers, 19th Century, which

are currently available in full text from 1840-

1899, are a treasure trove of primary sources

for Britain and its former colonies, including

those in South Asia and Africa. As the working

documents of government, the parliamentary

papers encompass all areas of social, political,

economic and foreign policy, showing how

issues were explored and

legislation was formed.

Many contributors to

the papers from outside

the official world

provided testimony or

supplied memoranda to

committees and royal

commissions, influenced

public opinion and

social and political

philosophies as disparate

as those of Marx,

Dickens and Disraeli.

The Parliamefitary

Papers include command

papers, reports of

committees and

commissioners, statistics,

accounts, and census

data. Users can search by

keyword in the entire text or the bibliographic

record, and there is excellent indexing based

on Peter Cockton's subject guide. A few

examples illustrate the breadth of coverage in

these papers: They contain the testimony of

Florence Nightingale about her experiences

in the Crimea, documents dealing with the

relatively new idea ot cruelty to animals, and

many reports on poverty and child welfare.

Medical topics include vaccination, hospitals,

and mental health.

There are many other documents

relating to women's history in the Serial Set

and Parliai}ientary Papers, and Duke also owns

Godey's Ladies Book in full text from 1830-1885
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as well as North American Women's Letters and

Diaries. A search on "women and suffrage"

shows that the subject was alive and provoking

controversy as early as 1869. In 1879 Godey's

maintained that "LIFE is strife."

The strongest have the sternest

tasks. The highest gifted have the

holiest field. Man is stronger than

woman; he has the hard work of

the world to do. He must strive for

gain; he has to support the world.

Woman is delicately formed,

and endowed to persuade, not to

compel. Her task is to soften man's

rugged nature and to bow his will

in obedience to the voice of his

conscience."

It seems that they were against extending

the right to vote to women!

The U.S. Civil War may be researched in

some depth online in The American Civil War:

Letters and Diaries. Soldiers and their families

could depend only on the mail to keep each

other informed of the latest happenings, which

led to an enormous increase in letter writing

during the conflict. The writers were especially

candid, owing in part to a minimal amount of

censorship and, perhaps also, to the sense of

being part of the creation of important history,

of being immersed in a time of upheaval. The

result is that the letters and diaries collected

in The American Civil War: Letters and Diaries

reveal the experiences of the authors, both

at home and on the front, with an unusual

immediacy. Also providing differing points

of view about the war is The Civil War: A

Newspaper Perspective, which contains major

articles from The New York Herald, Charleston

Mercury and Richmond Enquirer between 1860

and 1865.

Newspapers and periodicals from the

nineteenth century are excellent primary

sources for social history as well as political.

Duke subscribes to the full text of The New York

Times from 1857, The Tunes (London) from

1 789, and the Los Angeles Times from 1881.

And imagine the experience of reading about

the abolition of slavery in African-American

Newspapers: The 19th Century.

American Periodicals Series Online

includes more than 900 titles from the first sixty

years of the nineteenth century, showcasing "the

golden age of American periodicals." General

interest magazines, children's publications,

and more than twenty journals for women are

among the database's historically significant

content. The nation in turmoil and growth is

preserved in 1 18 periodicals published during

the Civil War (1861-1865) and Reconstruction

(1865-1877) eras, and titles from the 1880s

through 1900 capture the settling of the West

and the emergence of modern America. In

addition to the titles in American Periodicals

Series Online, other full text periodicals from

the nineteenth century include Harper's Weekly

(from 1857) and The Nation (from 1865).

Complementing these remarkable full

text resources are online indexes, notably

Periodicals Index Online, which is unique in

combining a broad subject base with deep

chronological coverage going back over 300

years. It tracks 37 key subject areas in the

humanities and social sciences. 19th Century

Masterfile is a vast "index of indexes" and is the

most comprehensive resource for historical

research prior to 1925. 19th Century Masterfile

brings together over sixt)' subject indexes

to periodicals, newspapers, books, the U.S.

Congressional Record, U.S. and U.K. government

documents, and U.S. patents. These indexes

provide access to the extensive backfiles of

nineteenth century periodicals and government

documents owned by Duke.

These electronic collections not only add

convenience to the research process but ofter

a new capacity for full text searching that is

changing how historians do research.

Margaret Brill, Head

Perkins Library Reference Department
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If you prefer, you can use the envelope Inserted In the center of the magazine to make and send your gift.

Name(s)

Duke Class/affiliation Email address

State

Yes! I want to support tlie Duke University Libraries by making a gift at the following level

O $25,000 President's Executive Council

O $ 10,000 President's Council

O $ 5,000 William Preston Few Associates

O $2,500 Washington Duke Club Fellow

O $ 1,000 Washington Duke Club

O $ 500 Patron

O $ 100 Sustainer

O $50 Member

O $ Other

O My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching gift form.

My gift should be designated for

O The LibraryAnnual Fund (1131070)

O The Perkins Project (1131013)

O The Endowment

Method of payment

Check (make check payable to Duke University)

Credit card: (Master Card/Visa/American Express/Discover)

Account # Expiration Date Signature

Stock (Please call 919-684-2338 for instructions)

Faculty/staff payroll deduction of $ ($5/month minimum)

Pledge to be paid by June 30

I have included the Duke University Libraries in my estate plan.

I would like information on how to include the Libraries in my estate plan.

Please send this form with your contribution to the

Duke University Libraries, Box 90581, Durham, NC 27708-0581
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